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The United States of America 
 

【Risk Warning】 

Changes to the US trade administration regime in 2009 are mainly reflected in the raising of a 

series of product standards and the strengthening of food safety measures. The U. S. has 

introduced mandatory requirements for toys, certain energy conservation standards, and new rules 

on formaldehyde content in flooring. More stringent requirements are thus posed on Chinese 

products. Producers and exporters concerned should take corresponding responses. The U.S. has 

strengthened risk prevention for food articles. The Food Safety Enhancement Act, once passed, 

will cause new adjustments for Chinese exporters. Enterprises affected should follow the progress 

of the act and make prior preparations. 

 

The U.S is considering allowing the export of certain wooden products from China under certain 

conditions. It is now seeking comments. Enterprise concerned should take the initiative to provide 

feedback to the U.S government, and urge the U.S to allow the export of Chinese products under 

reasonable conditions. In addition, the enforcement of both the declaration requirement for plant 

and plant products covered by the Lacey Act and the Consumer Product Safety Improvement Act 

started in 2008. The U.S. has released specific timelines and requirements for their enforcement, 

with some stages to be delayed and some products exempted. Enterprises concerned should make 

corresponding adjustments based on their own situations.    

 

1 An Overview of Bilateral Trade and Investment 

According to the China Customs, the bilateral trade between China and the US in 2009 reached 

US＄298.26 billion, down by 10.6%, among which China’s export to the US was US＄220.82 

billion, down by 12.5%, while China’s import from the US was US＄77.44 billion, down by 4.8%. 

China had a surplus of US＄143.38 billion. China mainly exported to the US machinery and 

electronic products, sports facilities, furniture, garments, steel, etc. China mainly imported from 

the US soybeans, integrated circuits & micro electronic assemble parts, spacecraft & launch 

vehicles, waste paper, waste and scrap of aluminum and steal, ethane polymers, etc. 

 

According to the Ministry of Commerce (MOFCOM), during 2009, the turnover of engineering 

contracts completed by Chinese companies in the US reached US＄830 million, with the value 

involved in the new contracts signed being US＄1.37 billion. The volume of completed labor 

service contracts reached US＄30 million, with the value involved in the new contracts signed 

being US＄10 million. 
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China’s total non-financial foreign direct investment (FDI), approved by or filed with MOFCOM, 

reached US＄620 million in 2009. US investors invested in 1,530 projects in China in 2009, with 

an actual utilization of US＄25.55 billion. 

 

2 An Overview of Trade and Investment Regime 

 

2.1 Trade Administration Regime and Its Developments  

Pursuant to the Tariff Act of 1930 (as amended), the Trade Act of 1974, the Omnibus Trade and 

Competitiveness Act of 1988, the International Emergency Economic Powers Act, the Agricultural 

Adjustment Act of 1933,, the Export Administration Act of 1979, the Export Promotion Act of 1988, 

and the Trading with the Enemy Act, the US administers regulation of its trade in goods. In 

addition, the US has signed free trade agreements with Canada, Mexico, Israel and other countries 

to provide mutually beneficial trading arrangements. The US Congress is responsible for 

formulating major laws and policies governing foreign trade. The administrative departments 

headed by the President, such as the Office of the United States Trade Representative (USTR), the 

Department of Commerce, the Department of the Treasury, the Department of Homeland Security 

and the Department of Agriculture are responsible for enforcing trade laws and policies and for 

collection of customs duty, export and import administration and negotiation for foreign trade.  

 

2.1.1 Tariff Regime  

 

2.1.1.1 Tariff Administration 

The Tariff Act of 1930 and the Omnibus Trade and Competitiveness Act of 1988 are major laws 

governing tariff setting and collection in the US. According to the Omnibus Trade and 

Competitiveness Act of 1988, the US Congress drafted the Harmonized Tariff Schedule (HTS), 

which took effect on January 1, 1989. The US International Trade Commission (ITC) shall amend 

or maintain the Harmonized Tariff Schedule as required by the US Congress. The US Customs 

and Border Protection (CBP) subordinate to the US Department of Homeland Security is 

responsible for the interpretation and enforcement of the Harmonized Tariff Schedule as well as 

other customs laws. The 2010 Harmonized Tariff Schedule of the United States (HTSUS), which 

became effective on January 1, 2010, has made changes to the 2009 HTSUS in the following two 

aspects. First, tariff rates have been adjusted for products involved in the trade disputes between 

the US and other countries so as to implement the dispute settlement rulings, such as the softwood 

lumber case with Canada, and the passenger car and light truck tire case with China. Second, 
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changes have been made in order to implement stage duty reductions as ruled by the free trade 

agreements signed between the US and other countries such as Peru, and Singapore.       

 

The United States provides the most-favored-nation (MFN) tariff treatment to all WTO members 

except Cuba. In addition, the United States provides special and preferential tariff treatment 

through bilateral or regional free trade agreements. According to the Tariff Act of 1974, the US 

provides duty-free treatment under the Generalized System of Preferences (GSP) to nearly 5000 

products from over 100 beneficiary countries including 42 least developed ones. Each year, the 

US conducts a review of the GSP program. According to the results of the 2008 GSP Annual 

Review, 112 products from 16 beneficiary countries will continue to enjoy the duty-free treatment, 

including fancy leather from Argentina, copper wire from Turkey, ferrosilicon chromium from 

Kazakhstan, and exports made by rural women entrepreneurs that help to increase their incomes, 

such as garden brooms made from coir natural fiber in Sri Lanka. Two agricultural products, 

frozen spinach and frozen uncooked potatoes, are added to the list of products eligible for GSP 

duty-free export into the United States from all beneficiary countries beginning on July 1, 2009.  

It was also determined that 12 products, including polyethylene terephthalate (PET resin) from 

Indonesia, prepared or preserved mackerel from Thailand, certain drugs and silver articles of 

jewelry from India, and certain products from Ukraine and Argentina are excluded from GSP 

eligibility. 

 

The United States imposes ad valorem duties on most imported products based on FOB price, 

while some import products, mainly agricultural products, are subject to specific duty and other 

products compound duties. Certain products including sugar are also subject to tariff quotas. In 

2009, the US Customs and Border Protection (CBP) proposed to amend the 2009 HTSUS to 

exclude the value of U.S.-origin parts from the dutiable value of articles exported from the United 

States and returned under relevant HTSUS subheadings. The proposed changes would provide an 

incentive to domestic manufacturing industry in the U.S. Articles eligible for the exemption are 

U.S.-origin parts exported to be advanced in value or improved in condition by repairs, alterations, 

or processing and returned to the U.S for sale. Under current tariff provisions, the value of 

U.S.-origin parts and foreign parts are all included into the value of the repairs or alterations and 

articles are assessed duties based on the value of the repairs or alterations. The proposed 

rulemaking would exclude the value of U.S.-origin parts so as to encourage the use of U.S.-origin 

parts in the foreign repairs, alterations, or processing of articles entered under relevant HTSUS 

subheadings. 
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2.1.1.2 Tariff Rates and Adjustments 

According to the statistics of the WTO, the simple average MFN tariff rate applied in the US was 

3.5% in 2008, and has reached the final bound simple average tariff level of the United States. The 

simple average applied MFN tariff of agricultural products was 5.3% in 2008, slightly lower than 

the rate in 2007, while that of non-agricultural products was 3.3% in 2008, basically the same as 

2007. 

 

2.1.2 Import Administration 

The US administers and regulates import products and their quantities mainly by means of tariff, 

but, at the same time, the US also adopts tariff quota against comparatively sensitive products. In 

addition, out of concerns for environmental protection, national security and balance of 

international payments, the Congress has passed the Marine Mammal Protection Act of 1972 (for 

the reason of animal protection), Section 232 of the Trade Expansion Act of 1962 (for the reason 

of national security), Section 122 of the Trade Act of 1974 (for the reason of balance of 

international payments) and other domestic laws to authorize the Department of Commerce, the 

Department of Agriculture and other administrative departments to restrict imports through quota, 

ban on import, collection of import surcharge, etc. 

 

2.1.2.1 Import Restrictions Imposed on Certain Archaeological Material from China 

On January 16, 2009, a rule restricting the import of archaeological material from China became 

effective. The rule amends the U.S. Customs and Border Protection (CBP) regulations by adding 

China to the list of countries for which a bilateral agreement has been entered into for imposing 

cultural property import restrictions. The rule also contains the designated list that describes the 

types of archaeological articles to which the restrictions apply. The rule is issued based on 

Memorandum of Understanding between the Government of the United States of America and the 

Government of the People’s Republic of China Concerning the Imposition of Import Restrictions 

on Categories of Archaeological Material from the Paleolithic Period through the Tang Period 

and Monumental Sculpture and Wall Art At Least 250 Years Old, an agreement signed between the 

United States and China on January 14, 2009 in accordance with the United Nations Educational, 

Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) Convention on the Means of Prohibiting and 

Preventing the Illicit Import, Export and Transfer of Ownership of Cultural Property, to which 

both countries are states party.  

 

The categories of objects subject to the import restrictions include categories of metal, ceramic, 

stone, textiles, other organic material, glass, and painting, to be specific, Ceramic (Vessels in the 
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Neolithic Period, such as Yangshao culture and Shandong Longshan culture, Erlitou, Shang, and 

Zhou Vessels, Qin through Southern and Northern Vessels, Sui and Tang Vessels), Stone (Jade for 

Ornaments and jewelry, Jade for Weapons, Tools, and Insignia, Amber, etc.), Metal (Bronze 

Vessels, Sculpture, Coins, Musical Instruments, Tools and Weapons, Iron, Gold and Silver), Bone, 

Ivory, Horn, and Shell, Silks and Textiles, Lacquer and Wood, Bamboo and Paper, Glass, and Wall 

Art at least 250 years old ( Painting and Calligraphy). The covered chronology is the Paleolithic 

period，Neolithic period，Erlitou and other Early Bronze Age cultures, Shang Dynasty and other 

Bronze Age Cultures, Zhou Dynasty, Qin Dynasty , Han Dynasty, Three Kingdoms, Jin Dynasty, 

Southern and Northern Dynasties, Sui Dynasty, and Tang Dynasty. 

 

2.1.2.2 Extension of the Steel Import Monitoring and Analysis System  

The US introduced the Steel Import Monitoring and Analysis（SIMA）system in 2002, which now 

covers all basic steel mill products into its list of monitored items. All importers of steel products 

are required to obtain a license from the Department of Commerce (DOC) prior to completing 

their customs import summary documentation. The data collected on the licenses are made 

available to the public weekly after the DOC review. The purpose is to provide statistical data on 

steel imports entering the United States 7 weeks earlier than is otherwise publicly available. The 

System was extended once in 2005 and was valid until March 21, 2009. In March 2009, DOC 

issued a notice to extend the SIMA system again until March 21, 2013. No other changes are 

made to the regulations for the SIMA system. 

 

2.1.2.3 Cancellation of Electronic Visa Information System (ELVIS) and Quota Reporting 

Requirements for Textiles and Textile Products from China  

On June 16, 2009, the Committee for the Implementation of Textile Agreements (CITA) issued a 

directive to the U.S. Customs and Border Protection canceling ELVIS and quota reporting 

requirements for textiles and textile products produced or manufactured in China and exported 

prior to January 1, 2009. The directive became effective on July 1, 2009. 

 

2.1.2.4 Revised Phase-in Schedule for the Declaration Requirement of Plant or Plant 

Products covered by the Lacey Act 

The Food, Conservation, and Energy Act of 2008 was issued in 2008 to amend the Lacey Act by 

expanding its protection to a broader range of goods of or containing plants or plant products and 

adding new requirement for an import declaration of plants and plant products. A phase-in 

approach was used to implement the import declaration requirements. On September 2, 2009, the 

Animal and Plant Health Inspection Service (APHIS) of the United States Department of 
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Agriculture published a notice in the Federal Register to revise the phase-in schedule and its scope. 

The revised plan is as follows.  

 

First, Phase II and Phase III will be enforced beginning respectively on April 1, 2009 and October 

1, 2009, covering certain items under HTS Chapter 44 (wood & articles of wood), to be specific, 

Headings 4401, 4402, 4403, 4404, 4406, 4407, 4408, 4409, 4412 (except 44129906 and 

44129957), 4414, 4417, 4418, 4419 and 4420. Chapter 6 (live trees, plants, bulbs, cut flowers, 

ornamental foliage, etc.), Chapter 47 (wood pulp) and Chapter 48 (paper & articles of) are 

removed from the scope of Phase II (beginning on April 1, 2009) and Phase III (beginning on July 

1, 2009). 

 

Second, Phase IV will be enforced beginning on April 1, 2010, covering items under HTS Chapter 

44 Headings (wood & articles of wood) 4421—Other articles of wood, Ch. 66 Headings 

(umbrellas, walking sticks, riding crops) 6602, Ch. 82 Headings (tools, implements) 8201, Ch. 92 

Headings (musical instruments) 9201 and 9202, Ch. 93 Headings (arms and ammunition) 9302 

and 93051020, Ch. 94 Headings (furniture, etc.) 940169, Ch. 95 Headings (toys, games, & 

sporting equipment) 950420, Ch. 97 Headings (works of art) 9703, plus items covered by Phase II 

and Phase III. 

 

In addition, APHIS also seeks comment on the following HTS chapters/subchapters currently 

under consideration for subsequent phases that would be scheduled to begin on or after September 

1, 2010: Ch. 44 Headings (wood & articles of wood), Ch. 47 Headings (wood pulp), Ch. 92 

Headings (musical instruments), Ch. 48 Headings (paper & articles of), Ch. 66 Headings 

(umbrellas, walking sticks, riding crops), Ch. 94 Headings (furniture, etc.), and Ch. 95 Headings 

(toys, games &sporting equipment). 

 

2.1.2.5 Revised Rule Allowing the Import of Poultry or Poultry Products from China 

The Agriculture, Rural Development, Food and Drug Administration, and Related Agencies 

Appropriations Act, 2010 (known as the 2010 Appropriations Act) was singed into law by the US 

President on October 21, 2009. Pursuant to Section 743 of the Act, none of the funds made 

available by the Act may be used to promulgate or implement a poultry products inspection rule 

allowing processed poultry or processed poultry products to be imported into the United States 

from China unless the Secretary of Agriculture formally notifies Congress that the Department 

will meet the following conditions—(1) not provide any preferential consideration to any 

application by China for authorization to export poultry or poultry products to the United States; 
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(2) conduct audits of inspection systems and on-site reviews of slaughter and processing facilities, 

laboratories and other control operations before any Chinese facilities are certified as eligible to 

ship poultry or poultry products to the United States; (3) implement a significantly increased level 

of port of entry re-inspection; (4) establish an information sharing program with other countries 

importing processed poultry or processed poultry products from China; (5) make publicly 

available a list of facilities in China certified to export poultry or poultry products to the United 

States and the reports of any new audits and on-site reviews conducted by the Secretary; and (6) 

report to the House and Senate Committees on Appropriations within required time with regard to 

the progress of meeting these conditions.   

 

2.1.3 Export Administration 

In order to protect national security, serve American foreign policy, control the proliferation of 

bio-chemical weapons and missile technology and ensure sufficient domestic supply of goods in 

short supply, the US maintains control on the export of certain goods through laws such as the 

Export Administration Act of 1979 (EAA), the Export Administration Regulations (EAR) and the 

Arms Export Control Act. The Bureau of Industry and Security (BIS) under the US Department of 

Commerce is responsible for control of the exportation of goods, technology and services for 

civilian and military uses. The US Department of Defense regulates export of products, services 

and technological data for military end use, while the Office of Foreign Assets Control (OFAC) of 

the US Department of the Treasury is responsible for identifying countries and transactions 

subject to embargo involved in economic sanctions. The Export Administration Act of 1979 (EAA) 

expired on August 21, 2001, but under the International Emergency Economic Powers Act, the 

President has the authority to renew it annually. On August 13, 2009, the US President declared to 

continue the regulations contained in the Export Administration Act of 1979 (EAA) governing the 

export control of dual-use goods and technology. The continuation is for 1 year, until August 16, 

2010. 

 

On April 29, 2009, BIS issued a final rule to amend the Export Administration Regulations (EAR) 

to add a name (Aviza Technology China) to the list of end-users for China approved to receive 

exports, re-exports and transfers of certain items under Authorization Validated End-User (VEU). 

However, BIS issued a new final rule on December 23, 2009 to suspend the availability of VEU 

status for Aviza Technology China. The number of Chinese companies now on the list of VEU 

remains to be five. This rule also amends the EAR to add and revise eligible items and 

destinations for existing VEU authorizations.  
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On May 22, 2009, BIS issued a final rule. The rule amends part 744 of the EAR which lists items 

that are required of a license for the export, re-export or transfer to certain military end-uses in 

China by adding cameras controlled by Export Control Classification Number (ECCN) 6A993 to 

the list. This rule also imposes a license requirement for certain exports and re-exports of military 

commodities manufactured outside the United States that are not subject to the International 

Traffic in Arms Regulations, if those military commodities incorporate certain thermal imaging 

cameras that are subject to the Export Administration Regulations. This rule also removes 

Commerce Control List (CCL) based export and re-export license requirements for certain 

thermal imaging cameras when they are not incorporated into military commodities and if they are 

not being exported or re-exported to be embedded in a civil product. But it imposes a semi-annual 

reporting requirement on the transactions from which it removes the CCL based license 

requirements. This rule removes all CCL based license requirements for cameras described in 

ECCN A003.b.4.b that incorporate focal plane arrays with not more than 111,000 elements and 

that have a frame rate of 60 Hz or less and that are not being exported or re-exported to be 

embedded in a civil product when being exported or re-exported to 36 countries including 

Australia, Austria and Belgium (China not included).  But this rule limits use of License 

Exception APR for re-exports of certain cameras controlled by ECCN 6A003.b.4.b and certain 

foreign made military commodities incorporating such cameras. This rule imposes a license 

requirement for software used to increase the frame rate of certain cameras. The rule is effective 

May 22, 2009.  

 

On November 9, 2009, BIS issued a final rule in the Federal Register to amend the Export 

Administration Regulations (EAR) to reflect changes to the Missile Technology Control Regime 

(MTCR) Annex that were accepted by MTCR member countries at the November 2008 Plenary in 

Canberra, Australia. The following Export Control Classification Numbers (ECCNs) are affected: 

ECCN 1B101, ECCN 1C011 (Materials, Chemicals, Microorganisms & Toxins), ECCN 2B116, 

ECCN 2B120, ECCN 2B121, ECCN 2B122 (Materials Processing), ECCN 6A108 (Sensors and 

Lasers), ECCN 7A003, ECCN 7A101, ECCN 7A102,ECCN 7A103 (Navigation and Avionics). In 

addition, this rule also clarifies certain EAR controls to properly reflect the intent of changes to 

items that were previously accepted by MTCR members at past MTCR Plenary meetings. The 

rule is effective November 9, 2009. 

 

In August 2009, BIS issued a proposed rule which would update and clarify export and re-export 

license requirements on striking weapons and other devices, and would also add equipment 

designed for executions to the Commerce Control List. Comments concerning this rule must be 
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received by BIS no later than September 25, 2009. 

 

2.1.4. Trade Remedies 

The trade remedy system in the US is made up of antidumping, countervailing, safeguard 

measures and Section 337 investigations against unfair trade acts (mainly infringement of US 

intellectual property), which are applicable to imports, and Section 301 measures, which are 

applicable to export.  

 

The current law governing antidumping and countervailing measures in the US is the Tariff Act of 

1930 (as amended), and the administrative regulations involved are contained in Title 19 of the 

Code of Federal Regulations. The Import Administration of the US Department of Commerce is 

in charge of antidumping and countervailing investigations as well as the calculation of 

antidumping and countervailing duties. The US International Trade Commission (ITC) is 

responsible for the investigation of industrial injury. The DOC has a longstanding practice of 

calculating expected non-market economy (“NME”) wages in antidumping proceedings involving 

NME countries. These expected NME wages are calculated annually. The Department's expected 

NME wages are calculated each year in two steps. First, the relationship between hourly wage 

rates (obtained from the International Labor Organization's (“ILO”) Yearbook of Labor Statistics) 

and per-capita gross national income (“GNI”) (obtained from the World Bank) is estimated using 

ordinary least squares (OLS) regression analysis. Second, the GNI of each of the countries 

designated by the Department to be an NME are applied to the regression, which yields an 

expected hourly wage rate for each NME. On December 19, 2009, the DOC issued expected NME 

wages for 2009, among which China’s wages were calculated at US$1.39 /hour, much higher that 

last year.  

 

Safeguard measures against specific imports are provided under Sections 201 to 204 of the Trade 

Act of 1974. As to the alleged intellectual property rights (IPR) infringement by imported goods, 

Section 337 contained in the Tariff Act of 1930 (as amended) is used to protect the rights and 

interest of IPR owners. Section 337 investigations are conducted by the ITC, which is entitled to 

issue an exclusion order that directs Customs to stop infringing imports from entering the United 

States. In 2008, ITC issued a new rule on Section 337 investigation procedures. The new rule is 

used to standardize investigations by ITC. Many amendments are procedural, involving 4 

important aspects including written materials submitted for applying for investigation, 

requirements for submitting license agreements, extension of the period for administrative law 

judge to complete investigation and raised requirement for final initial determination, and page 
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limit requirement for review petition. 

 

In the field of exports, Section 301 contained in the Trade Act of 1974 is the principal statutory 

authority under current trade agreements to serve to maintain the interests and rights of US 

companies, expand foreign market access for US products and services, and fight against IPR 

infringement in foreign countries that affect its export. The Act provides detailed procedures for 

the USTR to initiate investigations of IPR infringements by foreign governments and to negotiate 

with foreign governments for solutions. Section 301 action is conducted by the USTR. 

 

2.2 Investment Administration Regime and Its Developments 

The United States has long been pursuing a free policy towards foreign direct investment and 

basically imposes no restriction. It has maintained restrictions in terms of limited national 

treatment and market access only in such relatively sensitive sectors as aviation, communications, 

atomic energy, finance and maritime transportation. The Exon-Florio Amendment, the Foreign 

Investment and National Security Act of 2007, and its implementation rules, and the Regulations 

Pertaining to Mergers, Acquisitions, and Takeovers by Foreign Persons make up the basic 

investment administration regime of the United States. The International Investment and Trade in 

Services Survey Act has established the reporting system for investment, requiring that different 

types of foreign investment to report to respective competent government departments such as the 

Department of Commerce and Department of Agriculture. 

 

The Exon-Florio Amendment (i.e., Section 721 of the Defense Production Act of 1950) provides 

that the President, out of national security needs, is authorized to take actions towards mergers 

and acquisitions involving foreign capital, with the Committee of Foreign Investment in the 

United States (CFIUS) in charge of the specific review. In 2007, the Foreign Investment and 

National Security Act of 2007 was signed into law, making amendments to the Exon-Florio 

Amendment. The Act has expanded the coverage of transactions subject to review by CFIUS, 

providing additional factors for consideration when CFIUS reviews any covered transaction, 

including the potential national security-related effects on the United States critical infrastructure, 

whether the covered transaction is a foreign government-controlled transaction, and other factors. 

The review of the effects of foreign investments on U.S. national security has therefore been 

strengthened. In November, 2008, the  Regulations Pertaining to Mergers, Acquisitions, and 

Takeovers by Foreign Persons were issued, which serve as the implementing regulations for the 

provisions of the Foreign Investment and National Security of 2007 (FINSA), defining and 

improving the reviewing system of foreign direct investment in the United States. The following 
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five aspects are included in the Regulations. Firstly, the Regulations are issued to implement the 

Exon-Florio Amendment. Any transaction after August 23, 1988 shall be covered transaction 

subject to the Regulations. The Regulations reiterate that the President is authorized to take action 

to suspend or prohibit a transaction by or with any foreign person that may threaten the national 

security of the United States. Secondly, the Regulations have defined related terms involved in 

transactions, such as “control”, “critical technologies”, “foreign entity”, “foreign person”, 

“parent”, etc. Thirdly, the Regulations provide examples to illustrate what transactions are covered 

and what are not covered, depending on the extent to which a foreign person controls or could 

control any part of an entity or of assets of a U.S. business. Fourthly, the Regulations have spelled 

out the ways of reviewing, including voluntary notice filed by a party or parties to transaction, 

CFIUS’s request on the parties to provide to the Committee necessary information, and an agency 

notice filed by relevant members of the Committee. Fifthly, the Regulations have laid out 

procedures for review and investigation, and documentary materials that should be provided by 

the parties under specific circumstances. 

 

Given the ownership structure of Chinese enterprises, their acquisition, merger or take-over of 

U.S. businesses will be reviewed and investigated by CFIUS. When making an acquisition, 

Chinese enterprises should understand relevant laws and regulations including the 

above-mentioned ones so as to ensure the success of relevant transactions. 

 

2.3 Trade and Investment Related Administration and its Developments  

 

2.3.1 Rules of Origin   

The United States applies non-preferential and preferential rules of origin. 

 

Preferential rules of origin are implemented under free-trade agreements or on the basis of 

unilateral tariff concessions. Free-trade agreements are those that have been signed between the 

United States and other countries and been reported to the WTO since 1997. Unilateral tariff 

concessions are based on such special tariff arrangements as the Generalized System of 

Preferences, the African Growth and Opportunity Act (AGOA), the Caribbean Basin Trade 

Partnership Act, and the Andean Trade Promotion and Drug Eradication Act. Free-trade 

agreements use the "wholly obtained" criterion to decide if an article is wholly the growth, 

product, or manufacture of a country. For goods that do not meet this criterion, i.e., goods 

containing third-party input, most agreements use a change of tariff classification approach or 

regional value content criteria to determine origin. For some products, these rules may also 
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establish certain production requirements. Rules of origin under unilateral tariff concessions 

require goods that do not meet the wholly obtained criterion to fulfill local-content requirements 

to qualify for preferential tariff treatment. The value of imported inputs may be counted toward 

satisfying the local-content requirement if the inputs have been substantially transformed into a 

new and different article of commerce before being used to produce the good that is imported into 

the United States. This criterion is known as double substantial transformation. Special provisions 

apply to apparel under the African Growth and Opportunity Act, the Caribbean Basin Trade 

Partnership Act, and the Andean Trade Promotion and Drug Eradication Act.  To qualify for 

preferential tariff treatment under these programs, apparel must use U.S. components, regional 

components up to an annual cap, or for AGOA, third-country components up to an annual cap. 

 

Non-preferential rules of origin are applied for purposes of MFN treatment, government 

procurement, country of origin marking, and may be used for anti-dumping and countervailing 

measures. In general, an article is considered to have been produced in a country if it is wholly the 

growth, product, or manufacture of that country or has been substantially transformed into a new 

and different article of commerce with a name, character, or use distinct from that of the article or 

articles from which it was so transformed. However, these general standards may be further 

adapted and interpreted by agencies other than Customs and Border Protection to fit the needs and 

purposes of the particular context in which non-preferential rules are applied. 

 

In addition, Under the Dominican Republic-Central America-United States Free Trade Agreement 

(CAFTA-DR), inputs from Canada and Mexico to produce woven apparel meet the origin 

requirement, subject to a cap. To benefit from this provision, Canada and Mexico must provide 

reciprocal treatment to the United States, Central America, and the Dominican Republic. This 

scheme benefits U.S. companies with investments in Mexico and Canada, and helps to integrate 

regional production. 

 

2.3.2 Inspection and Quarantine System 

In the United States, major laws governing inspection and quarantine include the Federal Food, 

Drug and Cosmetic Act, the Public Health Services Act, the Food Quality Protection Act, and the 

Animal Health Protection Act. The Animal and Plant Health Inspection Service (APHIS) is 

responsible for the inspection of imported animals, plants and related products. The Food Safety 

and Inspection Service (FSIS) is responsible for the inspection of imported meat, poultry and egg 

products. The Food and Drug Administration (FDA) is responsible for the safety of other food and 

drugs. 
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The House of Representatives of the United States passed on July 30, 2009 the Food Safety 

Enhancement Act of 2009 (H.R. 2749) to amend the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act. With 

a wide coverage of issues, this Act further spells out rules on the registration and inspection of 

food facilities, and enhances risk-based preventive controls, food recalls, and country of origin 

labeling, etc. The Act, once signed into law, will be the most thorough reform of the U.S. food 

safety system in the past five decades and will greatly impact related foreign businesses. The main 

issues covered in the Act are as follows: 

 

Firstly, administration of food facilities has been enhanced. (1) Hazard analysis. The owner, 

operator, or agent of a facility shall conduct a hazard analysis, evaluating whether there are any 

hazards that are reasonably likely to occur in the absence of preventive controls that may affect 

the safety, wholesomeness, or sanitation of the food manufactured, processed, packed, transported, 

or held by the facility. The owner, operator, or agent of a facility shall identify and describe the 

hazards evaluated, to the extent applicable to the facility, in a hazard analysis. (2) Preventive 

controls. The owner, operator, or agent of a facility shall identify and implement effective 

preventive controls to prevent, eliminate, or reduce to acceptable levels the occurrence of any 

hazards identified in the hazard analysis. Preventive controls may be established for specific 

product types to prevent unintentional contamination throughout the supply chain; alternative 

preventive control shall be allowed provided that the owner, operator, or agent can present data or 

other information sufficient to demonstrate that the alternative control effectively addresses the 

hazard, including meeting any applicable performance standard. The implementation of 

preventive controls shall be monitored to identify any circumstances in which the preventive 

controls are not fully implemented or verification shows that such controls were ineffective. If the 

preventive controls are not fully implemented or are not found effective, corrective actions shall 

be taken to ensure that no affected product from such facility enters commerce; and appropriate 

action is taken to reduce the likelihood of recurrence of the implementation failure. The owner, 

operator, or agent of a facility shall validate the system of preventive controls, and, as necessary, 

reanalyze and revise the system. Records documenting the above activities should be maintained. 

(3) Strict rules on registration of food facilities. Any facility, domestic or foreign, engaged in 

manufacturing, processing, packing, or holding food for consumption in the United States or for 

export from the United States shall be registered with the Food and Drug Administration (FDA). 

The registration fee shall be for fiscal year 2010, US$500, with a cap of US$175,000. For fiscal 

year 2011 and each subsequent fiscal year, the fee amount shall be adjusted to reflect inflation. 

Re-inspection and food recall fees shall also be paid to the FDA. Such term does not include 
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farms; private residences of individuals; restaurants; other retail food establishments; nonprofit 

food establishments in which food is prepared for or served directly to the consumer; or fishing 

vessels. 

 

Secondly, FDA is required to take a series of measures to ensure food safety. (1) FDA shall 

establish scientific standards for food processing to minimize risks caused by food-related 

contamination. FDA, in coordination with the Department of Agriculture, shall establish by 

regulation scientific and risk-based food safety standards for the growing, harvesting, processing, 

packing, sorting, transporting, and holding of raw agricultural commodities for which the FDA 

has determined that such standards are reasonably necessary to minimize the risk of serious 

adverse health consequences or death to humans and animals. (2) Each facility registered shall be 

inspected at a frequency determined pursuant to a risk-based schedule. High-risk domestic and 

foreign food facilities shall be inspected at least every 6 to 12 months; low-risk facilities shall be 

inspected at least every 18 months to 3 years; a facility that holds food shall be inspected at least 

every 5 years. (3) A tracing system shall be established. The system is to identify each person who 

grows, produces, manufactures, processes, packs, transports, holds, or sells food within no longer 

than 2 business days. (4) Food safety plan shall be enforced. Before a facility introduces or 

delivers for introduction into interstate commerce, any shipment of food, the owner, operator, or 

agent of the facility shall develop and implement a written food safety plan, which shall include 

the above-mentioned hazard analysis and reanalysis, a description of the preventive controls being 

implemented, a description of the procedures for monitoring preventive controls, a description of 

the procedures for taking corrective actions, a description of verification activities for preventive 

controls, a description of the facility’s record-keeping procedures, a description of the facility’s 

procedures for the recall of articles of food, a description of the facility’s procedures for tracing 

the distribution history of articles of food, a description of the facility’s procedures to ensure a 

safe and secure supply chain for the ingredients or components used in making the food 

manufactured, processed, packed, transported, or held by such facility, and a description of the 

facility’s procedures to implement the science-based performance standards. 

 

Thirdly, FDA has been authorized to: 

(1) issue orders to cease distribution or recall food. A responsible party or a person required to 

register that has reason to believe that an article of food when introduced into or while in 

interstate commerce, or while held for sale (regardless of whether the first sale) after shipment in 

interstate commerce, is adulterated or misbranded in a manner that presents a reasonable 

probability that the use or consumption of, or exposure to, the article (or an ingredient or 
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component used in any such article) will cause a threat of serious adverse health consequences or 

death to humans or animals shall, as soon as practicable, notify the FDA of the identity and 

location of the article. FDA is authorized to provide for notice and require the responsible person 

or facility to call the article and provide for notice. If the FDA has reason to believe that the use or 

consumption of, or exposure to, an article of food (or an ingredient or component used in any such 

article) may cause serious adverse health consequences or death to humans or animals, the FDA 

shall have the authority to issue an order requiring any person who distributes such article to 

immediately cease distribution of such article. If after providing an opportunity for an informal 

hearing, the FDA determines that the order should be amended to include a recall of the article 

with respect to which order was issued, the FDA shall amend the order to require a recall. If the 

FDA has credible evidence or information that an article of food presents an imminent threat of 

serious adverse health consequences or death to humans or animals, the FDA may issue an order 

requiring any person who distribute such article to immediately recall such article and to provide 

for notice, including to individuals as appropriate, to persons who may be affected by the recall. 

(2) to establish certifications concerning imported articles. The FDA may require, as an additional 

condition of granting admission to an article of food being imported or offered for import into the 

United States, that a qualified certifying entity provide a certification that the article complies with 

requirements of the Act if (a) for food imported from a particular country, territory, or region, the 

FDA finds, based on scientific, risk-based evidence, that the government controls in such country, 

territory, or region are inadequate to ensure that the article is safe and that certification would 

assist the FDA in determining whether to refuse to admit such article;( b) for a type of food for 

which there is scientific evidence that there is a particular risk associated with the food that 

presents a threat of serious adverse health consequences or death, the FDA finds that certification 

would assist the FDA in determining whether to refuse to admit such article; (c) for an article 

imported from a particular country or territory, there is an agreement between the FDA and the 

government of such country or territory providing for such certification. 

 

Fourthly, country of origin labeling. In the case of a processed food, the label of the food needs to 

inform where the final processing of the food occurred in accordance with country of origin 

marking requirements of the United States Customs and Border Protection; in the case of a 

nonprocessed food, the label of the food needs to inform origin of the food in accordance with 

labeling requirements of the Department of Agriculture. 

 

Fifthly, unique facility identifier. A person required to register a facility, importers and customs 

brokers shall submit a unique identifier. The FDA may, by guidance, and, with respect to 
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importers and customs brokers, in consultation with the Commissioner responsible for Customs 

and Border Protection, specify the unique numerical identifier system. 

 

Sixthly, prohibition against delaying, limiting, or refusing inspection. If it has been produced, 

manufactured, processed, packed, or held in any farm, factory, warehouse, or establishment and 

the owner, operator, or agent of such farm, factory, warehouse, or establishment, or any agent of a 

governmental authority in the foreign country within which such farm, factory, warehouse, or 

establishment is located, delays or limits an inspection, or refuses to permit entry of inspection, a 

food shall be deemed to be adulterated. 

 

Seventhly, dedicated foreign inspectorate. FDA shall establish and maintain a corps of inspectors 

dedicated to inspections of foreign food facilities. 

Eighthly, civil penalties for violations relating to food. FDA may order the detention of any article 

of food, if FDA has reason to believe it is adulterated, misbranded, or otherwise in violation of 

this Act. Any person who violates a provision relating to food shall be subject to a civil penalty for 

each such violation of not more than US$20,000 in the case of an individual, not to exceed 

US$50,000 in a single proceeding; and US$250,000 in the case of any other person, not exceed 

US$1,000,000 in a single proceeding. Any person who knowingly violates a provision relating to 

food shall be subject to a civil penalty for each such violation of not more than US$50,000 in the 

case of an individual, not to exceed US$100,000 in a single proceeding; and US$500,000 in the 

case of any other person, not to exceed US$7,500,000 in a single proceeding. 

 

2.3.3 Greenhouse Gas Emission Curbing Policies 

The United States has adopted the “cap-and-trade” system to address environmental problems 

since the 1990s. The acid rain cap-and-trade program and nitric oxide cap-and-trade program in 

the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990 have achieved good results. U.S. recent attempt to use the 

cap-and-trade system has been seen in its efforts to curb greenhouse gas emission. 

 

On June 26, 2009, the U.S. House of Representatives passed the American Clean Energy and 

Security Act of 2009, offering solutions in 33 areas to climate change. This Act consists of four 

major parts, namely clean energy, energy efficiency, reducing global warming pollution, and 

transitioning to a clean energy economy. On the front of clean energy, the Act requires that electric 

utilities meet 20% of their electricity demand through renewable energy sources (15%, such as 

wind power and solar power, etc.) and energy efficiency (5%) by 2020. In the Act, carbon capture 

and sequestration is promulgated as a national strategy which shall be adopted by newly-built 
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coal-fueled power plants by 2020. The energy efficiency goals of the United States are to achieve 

an improvement in the overall energy productivity of the United States of at least 2.5% per year 

by the year 2012 and to maintain that annual rate of improvement each year through 2030. To 

achieve this goal, the Act has set energy efficiency standards for buildings, household appliances 

and related industries, and will implement the Building Energy Performance Labeling Program, 

and set forth standards for lighting, household appliance and industrial energy efficiency. This Act 

has also specified various supporting measures to realize the transitioning to a clean energy 

economy, such as green jobs and worker transition, consumer assistance, and exporting clean 

technology. 

 

One of the greatest contributions of the American Clean Energy and Security Act of 2009 is the 

formulation of a series of direct measures dedicated to reducing greenhouse gas emission and 

mitigating global warming, including: 

 

Firstly, the Act provides to cap the carbon emissions, requiring that carbon emissions from major 

U.S. sources be reduced by 17% by 2020 and 83% by 2050 of 2005 levels. The Act requires that 

major U.S. sources of emissions obtain an allowance for each ton of greenhouse gases. Such 

allowance can be traded and stored. 

 

Secondly, the Act sets forth that 85% of allowances are distributed without charge during the early 

years and only 15% are auctioned. From 2012 to 2050, allowances distributed without charge 

shall be reduced significantly. By the year of 2050, three fourths of the allowances shall have been 

auctioned. Regulated electric utilities that protect consumers from electricity price increases shall 

obtain 30% of allowances free of charge. Energy-intensive industries that make products like iron, 

steel, cement and glass, will receive 15% of allowances. Local regulated utilities that distribute 

natural gas to consumers will receive 9% of allowances. 3% of allowances will be available for 

investments in electric vehicles and other advanced automobile technology and deployment. Oil 

refiners will receive 2% of allowances. Many coal-fired power plants under construction will be 

exempt from the obligation of reducing emission. 

 

The American Clean Energy and Security Act of 2009 contains an emission offset program which 

could subsidy the cost of implementing Title VII of the Clean Air Act (as added by the American 

Clean Energy and Security Act of 2009) by eligible industries. The Administrator of the 

Environmental Protection Agency would determine the list of eligible projects based on the 

emission density and trading allowances of the industry. Offsets could account for up to 2 billion 
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tons of total emission reductions each year, and this figure could fall to 0.8 billion tons. Half of 

permitted offsets would be domestic, half international. Starting in 2017, this Act requires capped 

sources to turn in five tons of international offsets to receive four tons of emission credits. The Act 

establishes four mechanisms including allowance trading, by which the other nations with 

comparable cap-and-trade system gain access into the U.S. carbon market. 

 

If by January 1, 2018, a multilateral international agreement consistent with U.S. emission 

objectives has not entered into force, the international reserve allowance program should be 

established as of 2020. Under the program, if a country sets no limits on the emissions by a 

particular sector that manufactures energy-intensive products, or the sector has an annual energy 

or greenhouse gas intensity that is equal to or less than the energy or greenhouse gas intensity for 

such industrial sector in the United States, the U.S. shall require the submission of appropriate 

amounts of such allowances for covered goods to reflect its carbon emission; Products would be 

exempt from this requirement from countries that are classified as least developed countries or the 

country accounted for a small percentage of total global emissions. 

 

According to the Act, not later than January 1, 2017, and every 2 years thereafter, the U.S. 

President shall submit a report to the Congress on the effectiveness of the distribution of emission 

allowance rebates in mitigating carbon leakage in eligible industrial sectors contained in Title VII 

of the Clean Air Act (as added by the American Clean Energy and Security Act of 2009). The 

implementation of the international reserve allowance program shall be determined by the 

president’s report. If the President establishes an international reserve allowance program, then 

not later than June 30, 2018, and every 4 years thereafter, the President shall determine, for each 

eligible industrial sector, whether or not more than 85 percent of United States imports of covered 

goods with respect to that sector are produced or manufactured in countries that have met at least 

one of the following criteria: (1) The country is a party to an international agreement to which the 

United States is a party that includes a nationally enforceable and economy-wide greenhouse gas 

emissions reduction commitment for that country that is at least as stringent as that of the United 

States. (2) The country is a party to a multilateral or bilateral emission reduction agreement for 

that sector to which the United States is a party. (3) The country has an annual energy or 

greenhouse gas intensity for the sector that is equal to or less than the energy or greenhouse gas 

intensity for such industrial sector in the United States. If the President makes an affirmative 

determination, then the President may not apply or continue to apply an international reserve 

allowance program with respect to imports of covered goods with respect to that sector, the 

emission allowance rebates of which shall be reduced by 10% annually. In consideration of energy 
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efficiency in iron and steel sector, the Act shall consider to be in the same eligible industrial sector: 

(1) entities using integrated iron and steelmaking technologies; and (2) entities using electric arc 

furnace technologies. 

 

2.3.4 Competition Policy 

The United States is one of the first countries that established antitrust laws. Its competition 

policies find themselves in various acts, the cores of which are the Sherman Antitrust Act (1890), 

the Clayton Act (1914), and the Federal Trade Commission Act (1914). These Acts accompanied 

by various amendments, individual laws and regulations, and precedents, form a relatively 

comprehensive system of antitrust laws and competition policies. Other laws concerning domestic 

competition policies in trade include the Wilson Tariff Act, the 1976 Hart-Scott-Rodino Antitrust 

Improvement Act (known as the HSR Act) and its implementation regulations. 

 

The Sherman Antitrust Act is the legal foundation for the antitrust laws and policies in the United 

States. Under the Act, every contract, combination in the form of trust or otherwise, or conspiracy, 

in restraint of trade or commerce among the several States, or with foreign nations, is declared to 

be illegal. Every person who shall monopolize, or attempt to monopolize, or combine or conspire 

with any other person or persons, to monopolize any part of the trade or commerce among the 

several States, or with foreign nations, shall be deemed guilty of a felony. The Sherman Antitrust 

Act also applies to vertical market control agreements between the buyer and the seller. The Act 

shall not apply to conduct involving trade or commerce (other than import trade or import 

commerce) with foreign nations unless such conduct has a direct, substantial, and reasonably 

foreseeable effect on trade or commerce which is not trade or commerce with foreign nations, or 

on import trade or import commerce with foreign nations, or on export trade or export commerce 

with foreign countries. Any attempt violating the Act to restrict competition will be deemed guilty 

of a felony, and, on conviction thereof, shall be punished by penalty or imprisonment. 

 

The Federal Trade Commission Act established the Federal Trade Commission to help maintain a 

trade environment for fair competition. 

 

The Clayton Act sets forth specific provisions on mergers and acquisitions. Under the Act, mergers 

and acquisitions where the effects may substantially lessen competition are declared illegal. It also 

prohibits sales on the condition that the buyer shall not use goods of competitors of a seller. 

Parties injured by anti-competitive practices are entitled to recover threefold the damages 

sustained, and the cost of suit. Foreign businesses or individuals enjoy the national treatment in 
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legal proceedings. 

 

The implementation of competition policies is administered in coordination by the Antitrust 

Division of the Department of Justice and the Federal Trade Commission. As the only 

organization entitled to file criminal charges with the federal court in accordance with antitrust 

laws, the Antitrust Division is responsible for the implementation of the Sherman Antitrust Act 

and the Clayton Act. It also has the right to initiate civil proceedings against any violation of the 

Sherman Antitrust Act. The Federal Trade Commission is a relatively independent policy 

administration and enforcement body, and is responsible for the implementation of other trade 

regulations, such as the Federal Trade Commission Act and the Webb-Promerene Act. It also has 

the right to promulgate legally binding trade regulations, provide interpretations and enforce such 

regulations. Two other operating agencies related to competition policies are the Bureau of 

Competition and the Bureau of Consumer Protection. The Bureau of Competition works closely 

with the Antitrust Division of the Department of Justice to implement competition policies and 

laws, while the Bureau of Consumer Protection is authorized to sue “unfair, deceptive or 

fraudulent practices” that harm the interests of consumers. 

 

U.S. competition policies also provide statutory antitrust immunities to certain sectors, including 

agriculture, certain export trade, insurance sector, labor, fishing, defense preparedness, newspaper 

joint operating arrangements, professional sports, and small business joint venture. 

 

2.4. Trade-related Technical Measures Promulgated in 2009 

 

2.4.1Technical Regulations 

In 2009, new rules were promulgated in the United States to implement the Consumer Product 

Safety Improvement Act of 2008, specifying important timelines and exemptions, introducing 

energy conservation standards for consumer products such as refrigerators, battery chargers, 

kitchen ranges, and fluorescent lighting, and Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standard, and updating 

the standard of mandatory testing for toys. 

 

2.4.1.1 The Consumer Product Safety Improvement Act 

The Consumer Product Safety Improvement Act (hereinafter referred to as CPSIA) was signed 

into law in the United States on August 14, 2008, amending the Consumer Product Safety Act. 

The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC) has issued a series of policies and 

guidelines to better enforce and implement CPSIA. 
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2.4.1.1.1 Important Timelines 

There are 12 important timelines for CPSIA as of January 20, 2009: 

 

Effective January 20, 2009 – certificate based on a third party testing required of cribs, pacifiers. 

Effective February 10, 2009 - the total lead content (by weight) in materials or substrates of the 

children’s products limited within 600ppm. General conformity certification required. 

Effective February 10, 2009 – prohibition on the sale of any children’s toy or child care article 

that contains concentrations of more than 0.1 percent of di-(2-ethylhexyl) phthalate (DEHP), 

dibutyl phthalate (DBP), or benzyl butyl phthalate (BBP); interim prohibition on the sale of any 

children’s toy that can be placed in a child’s mouth or child care article that contains 

concentrations of more than 0.1 percent of diisononyl phthalate (DINP), diisodecyl phthalate 

(DIDP), or di-n-octyl phthalate (DnOP). General conformity certification required. 

Effective February 10, 2009 – mandatory toy safety standards F963. General conformity 

certification required. 

 

Effective February 15, 2009 - certificate based on a third party testing required of small parts of 

toys. 

 

Effective February 15, 2009 - certificate based on a third party testing required of metal children’s 

jewelry. 

 

Effective mid-April, 2009 – mandatory ANSI/SVIA ATV standard. General conformity 

certification required. Certificate based on a third party testing required of youth ATV. 

 

Effective the last ten-day period of June, 2009 - certificate based on a third party testing required 

of baby bouncers, walkers, and jumpers. 

 

Effective August 14, 2009 - the total lead content (by weight) in materials or substrates of the 

children’s products limited within 600ppm. General conformity certification required. 

 

Effective August 14, 2009 – limit on lead paint: 90ppm. General conformity certification and 

certificate based on a third party testing required of most products. 

 

Effective August 14, 2009 – tracking labels for children’s products. 
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Effective the latter half of September, 2009 – any manufacturer of children’s products issuing a 

certificate that certifies that such children’s product complies with the children’s product safety 

rule based on the assessment of a third party conformity assessment body accredited to conduct 

such tests. 

 

2.4.1.1.2 Stay of Enforcement on Certain Testing and Certification 

CPSC issued a notice on February 9, 2009 in the Federal Register to grant one year stay of testing 

and certification requirements for certain products as follows: 

Impact of Stay of Enforcement on Certain Testing and Certification 

Specific Testing and Certification Requirement 

Testing and 

Certification Stayed 

until February 10, 

2010 

Any and all testing and/or certification requirements in effect prior to 

August 14, 2008, including those for: architectural glazing, automatic 

residential garage door openers, bike helmets, bunk beds, candles with 

metal core wicks, cellulose insulation, lawnmowers, lighters, mattresses, 

and swimming pool slides 

Not Stayed 

CPSIA testing and certification requirements on lead in paint and other 

surface coatings on children’s products 
Not Stayed 

CPSIA testing and certification requirements for full-size and non 

full-size cribs 
Not Stayed 

CPSIA testing and certification for pacifiers Not Stayed 

CPSIA testing and certification requirements for small parts Not Stayed 

CPSIA testing and certification requirements for limits on lead content of 

metal components of children’s jewelry 
Not Stayed 

CPSIA certification requirements applicable to ATVs manufactured after 

April 13, 2009 
Not Stayed 
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Pool drain cover requirements of the Virginia Graeme Baker Pool & 

Safety Act 
Not Stayed 

Any voluntary guarantees provided for in the Flammable Fabrics Act Not Stayed 

Mandatory sleepwear testing required prior to August 14, 2008 Not Stayed 

CPSIA testing and certification requirements on total lead content limits 

(600 ppm) for children’s products* except jewelry 
Stayed 

CPSIA testing and certification requirements on phthalates limits for 

certain children’s products (1000 ppm)* 
Stayed 

CPSIA testing and certification requirements for toys from voluntary 

ASTM F-963 standards adoption as regulation* 
Stayed 

CPSIA testing and certification requirements for baby bouncers, walkers, 

and jumpers* 
Stayed 

*Manufacturers and importers, large and small, of children’s products will not need to test or 

certify to these new requirements before February 10, 2010, but will need to meet the lead and 

phthalates limits, mandatory toy standards and other requirements. 

 

In addition, according to the notice in the Federal Register on March 11, 2009, Section 101(b)(1) 

of the CPSIA provides that CPSC may exclude a specific product or material from the lead limits 

established for children’s products under the CPSIA if CPSC determines that a commodity or 

class of materials or a specific material or product does not exceed the lead content limits 

specified under section 101(a) of CPSIA and that lead in such product or material will neither 

result in the absorption of any lead into the human body, nor have any other adverse impact on 

public health or safety. 

 

2.4.1.1.3 Final Rule on Lead Limits Specified under Section 101(a) of CPSIA 

On August 26, 2009, CPSC issued a final rule on determinations that certain materials do not 

exceed the lead content limits specified under section 101(a) of CPSIA. 

 

According to the final rule, certain natural materials that are untreated and unadulterated with 

respect to the addition of materials or chemicals that could result in the addition of lead into the 

product or material do not exceed the lead content limits under section 101(a) of the CPSIA. 
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These materials include: 

 

-Precious gemstones (diamond, ruby, sapphire, emerald). 

 

-Certain semiprecious gemstones provided that the mineral or material is not based on lead or lead 

compounds and is not associated in nature with any mineral that is based on lead or lead 

compounds (minerals that contain lead or are associated in nature with minerals that contain lead 

include, but are not limited to, the following: Aragonite, bayldonite, boleite, cerussite, crocoite, 

linarite, mimetite, phosgenite, vanadinite, and wulfenite). 

 

-Natural or cultured pearls. 

 

-Wood. 

 

-Paper and similar materials made from wood or other cellulosic fiber, including, but not limited 

to, paperboard, linerboard and medium, and coatings on such paper which become part of the 

substrate. 

 

-CMYK process printing inks (excluding spot colors, other inks that are not used in CMYK 

process, inks that do not become part of the substrate under 16 CFR part 1303, and inks used in 

after-treatment applications, including screen prints, transfers, decals, or other prints). 

 

-Textiles (excluding after-treatment applications, including screen prints, transfers, decals, or 

other prints) consisting of: (i) Natural fibers (dyed or undyed) including, but not limited to, cotton, 

kapok, flax, linen, jute, ramie, hemp, kenaf, bamboo, coir, sisal, silk, wool (sheep), alpaca, llama, 

goat (mohair, cashmere), rabbit (angora), camel, horse, yak, vicuna, qiviut, guanaco; (ii) 

Manufactured fibers (dyed or undyed) including, but not limited to, rayon, azlon, lyocell, acetate, 

triacetate, rubber, polyester, olefin, nylon, acrylic, modacrylic, aramid, spandex. 

 

-Other plant-derived and animal-derived materials including, but not limited to, animal glue, bee’s 

wax, seeds, nut shells, flowers, bone, sea shell, coral, amber, feathers, fur, leather. 

 

Pursuant to the final rule, the CPSC determines that certain metals and alloys do not exceed the 

lead content limits under section 101(a) of the CPSIA provided that no lead or lead-containing 

metal is intentionally added. But the determination does not extend to the non-steel or 
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non-precious metal components of a product, such as solder or base metals in electroplate, clad, or 

fill applications. Such metals include: 

 

-Surgical steel and other stainless steel within the designations of Unified Numbering System, 

UNS S13800–S66286, not including the stainless steel designated as UNS S30360. 

 

-Precious metals: Gold (at least 10 karat); sterling silver (at least 925/1000); platinum; palladium; 

rhodium; osmium; iridium; ruthenium, titanium. 

 

2.4.1.2. Energy Conservation Standards 

On January 9, 2009, the Department of Energy (DOE), Office of Energy Efficiency and 

Renewable Energy issued the Energy Conservation Program for Commercial and Industrial 

Equipment: Energy Conservation Standards for Commercial Ice-Cream Freezers; Self-Contained 

Commercial Refrigerators, Commercial Freezers, and Commercial Refrigerator-Freezers 

Without Doors; and Remote Condensing Commercial Refrigerators, Commercial Freezers, and 

Commercial Refrigerator-Freezers; Final Rule, adopting new energy conservation standards for 

the covered products. DOE has determined that energy conservation standards for these types of 

equipment would result in significant conservation of energy, and are technologically feasible and 

economically justified. The effective date of this rule is March 10, 2009. The standards 

established in the final rule will be applicable starting January 1, 2012. 

 

On March 23, 2009, the DOE issued the Energy Conservation Standards for Certain Consumer 

Products and Commercial and Industrial Equipment; Final Rule; Technical Amendment, 

publishing this technical amendment to place the energy conservation standards and test 

procedures, and related definitions, prescribed in the Energy Independence and Security Act of 

2007 (EISA 2007) for certain consumer products and commercial and industrial equipment in the 

Code of Federal Regulations. The effective date of the final rule is March23, 2009. 

 

On March 30, 2009, the Department of Transportation, National Highway Traffic Safety 

Administration issued the Average Fuel Economy Standards Passenger Cars and Light Trucks 

Model Year 2011; Final Rule, setting fuel economy standards for Model Year (MY) 2011 cars 

and light trucks; these standards will raise the industry-wide combined average to 27.3 mpg. The 

effective date of the rule is May29, 2009. 

 

On March 27, 2009, the DOE issued the Energy Conservation Program: Test Procedures for 
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Battery Chargers and External Power Supplies (Standby Mode and Off Mode); Final Rule, 

amending its test procedures for battery chargers (BCs) and external power supplies (EPSs) to 

include provisions for measuring standby mode and off mode energy consumption, as directed by 

the Energy Independence and Security Act of 2007 (EISA 2007). Furthermore, DOE is adding to 

its single-voltage external power supply test procedure specifications for testing switch-selectable 

external power supplies. Finally, DOE is extending the current certification reporting 

requirements to the Class A external power supplies for which Congress established energy 

efficiency standards in EISA 2007. The effective date of the rule is April 27, 2009. 

 

On April 8, 2009, the DOE issued the Energy Conservation Program: Energy Conservation 

Standards for Certain Consumer Products (Dishwashers, Dehumidifiers, Microwave Ovens, and 

Electric and Gas Kitchen Ranges and Ovens) and for Certain Commercial and Industrial 

Equipment (Commercial Clothes Washers); Final Rule, amending energy conservation standards 

pertaining to the cooking efficiency of residential gas kitchen ranges and ovens. Compliance with 

the standards set by this Rule is required on April 9, 2012. The effective date of the Rule is June 8, 

2009. 

 

On July 7, 2009, Office of Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy of DOE issued the Energy 

Conservation Program: Test Procedures for Small Electric Motors; Final Rule, prescribing test 

procedures for measuring the energy efficiency of single-phase and poly-phase small electric 

motors. The final rule incorporates by reference industry test procedures already in use when 

measuring the energy efficiency of these types of motors. Additionally, the final rule clarifies 

definitions applying to small electric motors and identifies issues that will be further addressed 

later in a related supplemental notice. The effective date of this rule is August 6, 2009. 

 

On July 14, 2009, Office of Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy of DOE issued the Energy 

Conservation Program: Energy Conservation Standards and Test Procedures for General Service 

Fluorescent Lamps and Incandescent Reflector Lamps; Final Rule. DOE announced that pursuant 

to the Energy Policy and Conservation Act (EPCA), it was amending the energy conservation 

standards for certain general service fluorescent lamps and incandescent reflector lamps. DOE 

also adopted new energy conservation standards and amendments to its test procedures for certain 

general service fluorescent lamps not currently covered by standards. Additionally, the 

Environmental Protection Agency was also amending the definitions of certain terms found in the 

general provisions. The rule is effective September 14, 2009. Compliance is required July 14, 

2012. 
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On July 22, 2009, the Office of Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy of DOE issued the 

Energy Conservation Program for Certain Industrial Equipment: Energy Conservation Standards 

for Commercial Heating, Air-Conditioning, and Water-Heating Equipment. DOE was adopting 

amended energy conservation standards for commercial packaged boilers and adopting a new 

energy conservation standard for water-cooled and evaporatively-cooled commercial package air 

conditioners and heat pumps with a cooling capacity at or above 240,000 Btu/h and less than 

760,000 Btu/h at the efficiency levels specified in the American Society of Heating, Refrigerating 

and Air-Conditioning Engineers, Inc. (ASHRAE)/Illuminating Engineering Society of North 

America (IESNA) Standard 90.1-2007. DOE determined that the ASHRAE Standard 90.1-2007 

efficiency levels for commercial packaged boilers are more stringent than the existing Federal 

energy conservation standards and would result in economic and energy savings compared to 

existing energy conservation standards. DOE was also adopting related amendments to its test 

procedures for commercial packaged boilers. This rule is effective September 21, 2009. The 

standards for commercial packaged boilers established in this final rule will apply March 2, 2012. 

 

On August 31, 2009, the Office of Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy of DOE issued the 

Energy Conservation Program: Energy Conservation Standards for Refrigerated Bottled or 

Canned Beverage Vending Machines; Final Rule. DOE was adopting new energy conservation 

standards for refrigerated bottled or canned beverage vending machines. DOE had determined that 

energy conservation standards for these types of equipment would result in significant 

conservation of energy, and are technologically feasible and economically justified. The effective 

date of the rule is October 30, 2009. But standards prescribed in 10 CFR 431.296 shall take effect 

on August 31, 2009. 

 

2.4.1.3 Energy Star Standards 

On April 1, 2009, the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) of the United States issued the 

ENERGY STAR Version 2.0 Commercial Refrigerator and Freezer Specification, establishing 

Maximum Daily Energy Consumption (MDEC) requirements and relevant testing procedures. 

Version 2.0 went into effect on January 1, 2010. 

 

On September 3, 2010, EPA issued the ENERGY STAR Version 4.0 and 5.0 Specifications for 

Televisions, adding new requirements for On Mode power consumption levels, peak luminance, 

and Download Acquisition Mode (DAM). Version 4.0 will become effective on May 1, 2010, and 

Version 5.0 will take effect on May 1, 2012. 
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On November 16, 2009, EPA issued the Energy Star Version 2.0 Audio/Visual Specification, 

setting power consumption limits for the Standby Mode, Sleep mode and Idle state, and adding 

the Auto Power Down (APD) requirements for consumer AV products and commercial AV 

products. The new specification has also set efficiency requirements for audio amplification. The 

new specification will be phased in, with the effective date for Tier 1 Version 2.0, Tier 2 Version 

2.0 and Tier 3 Version 2.0 respectively on November 16, 2009, July 30, 2010 and March 30, 2012. 

 

On December 1, 2009, EPA issued the Version 3.0 Energy Star Geothermal Heat Pumps 

Specifications and the specification became effective the same day. On December 14, 2009, EPA 

announced new requirements for residential geothermal heat pumps, granting for the first time 

Energy Star label to water-to-water models. 

 

On December 1, 2009, EPA issued the Version 2.0 Energy Star requirements for Light 

Commercial HVAC, setting energy efficiency specification for air-source air conditioners and 

air-source heat pumps smaller than 240,000 Btu/h. The new requirement will be enforced in 

stages, with the first stage beginning on May 1, 2010. EPA will call a public meeting of all 

stakeholders to review Version 2.0 and recommends beginning the second phase on July 1, 2011. 

 

On December 4, 2009, EPA issued the final Version 1.0 Energy Star requirements for LED light 

sources, including luminance standards of LED lights, testing procedures and packaging 

requirements. The new specification will take effect on August 31, 2010.  

 

2.4.1.4 Federal Vehicle Safety Standards 

On May 12, 2009, the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA), Department of 

Transportation issued the Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standards; Roof Crush Resistance; 

Phase-In Reporting Requirements; Final Rule. This Final rule upgrades the safety standard on 

roof crush resistance. First, for the vehicles currently subject to the standard, i.e., passenger cars 

and multipurpose passenger vehicles, trucks and buses with a Gross Vehicle Weight Rating 

(GVWR) of 2,722 kilograms (6,000 pounds) or less, the rule doubles the amount of force the 

vehicle's roof structure must withstand in the specified test, from 1.5 times the vehicle's unloaded 

weight to 3.0 times the vehicle's unloaded weight. Second, the rule extends the applicability of the 

standard so that it will also apply to vehicles with a GVWR greater than 2,722 kilograms (6,000 

pounds), but not greater than 4,536 kilograms (10,000 pounds). The rule establishes a force 

requirement of 1.5 times the vehicle's unloaded weight for these newly included vehicles. Third, 
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the rule requires all of the above vehicles to meet the specified force requirements in a two-sided 

test, instead of a single-sided test, i.e., the same vehicle must meet the force requirements when 

tested first on one side and then on the other side of the vehicle. Fourth, the rule establishes a new 

requirement for maintenance of headroom, i.e., survival space, during testing in addition to the 

existing limit on the amount of roof crush. The rule also includes a number of special provisions, 

including ones related to lead-time, to address the needs of multi-stage manufacturers, alterers, 

and small volume manufacturers. The phase-in begins on 1 September 2012. By 1 September 

2015, all of these vehicles must meet the upgraded requirements, with certain exceptions. 

Multipurpose passenger vehicles, trucks and buses with a GVWR greater than 2,722 kilograms 

(6,000 pounds) and less than or equal to 4,536 kilograms (10,000 pounds) must meet the 

requirements beginning 1 September 2016, with certain exceptions. The effective date of this rule 

is 13 July, 2009. 

 

On July 27, 2009, the Department of Transportation, National Highway Traffic Safety 

Administration (NHTSA) issued the Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standards; Air Brake Systems; 

Final Rule, amending the Federal motor vehicle safety standard on air brake systems to improve 

the stopping distance performance of truck tractors. The rule requires the vast majority of new 

heavy truck tractors to achieve a 30 percent reduction in stopping distance compared to currently 

required levels. For these heavy truck tractors, the amended standard requires those vehicles to 

stop in not more than 250 feet when loaded to their gross vehicle weight rating (GVWR) and 

tested at a speed of 60 miles per hour (mph). For a small number of very heavy severe service 

tractors, the stopping distance requirement will be 310 feet under these same conditions. In 

addition, this final rule requires that all heavy truck tractors must stop within 235 feet when 

loaded to their lightly loaded vehicle weight (LLVW). Three-axle tractors with a GVWR of 

59,600 pounds or less must meet the reduced stopping distance requirements specified in this final 

rule by 1 August 2011. Two-axle tractors and tractors with a GVWR above 59,600 pounds must 

meet the reduced stopping distance requirements specified in this final rule by 1 August 2013. The 

effective date of this rule is 24 November, 2009. On November 13, 2009, the National Highway 

Traffic Safety Administration, Department of Transportation issued the Federal Motor Vehicle 

Safety Standards; Air Brake Systems; Final Rule that amended the final rule issued on July 27. 

This document responds to those petitions by correcting errors in a table published in the final rule, 

removing a testing specification, and adjusting the compliance date for a small number of vehicles 

the agency had not fully accounted for in the final rule. This document provides a partial response 

to the submitted petitions for reconsideration. Petitions for reconsideration of this final rule must 

be received not later than 28 December 2009. This final rule is effective 24 November 2009. 
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On August 13, 2009, the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration, Department of 

Transportation issued the Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standards; Controls, Telltales and 

Indicators; Final Rule, amending FMVSS 101 Controls and Displays. In this final rule, NHTSA 

amends the standard to provide that an identifier is not required if the horn control is placed in the 

middle of the steering wheel. If the horn control is placed elsewhere in the motor vehicle, the 

control would be required to be identified by the specified horn symbol in a color that stands out 

clearly against the background. The effective date for this final rule is 9 February 2010. The 

compliance date for vehicles under 10,000 pounds GVWR is 1 September 2011. Compliance date 

for the extension of the standard's control, indicator, and telltale requirements to vehicles at 

10,000 pounds GVWR or greater is 1 September 2013. 

 

On August 25, 2009, the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration, Department of 

Transportation issued the Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standards; Air Brake Systems; Final Rule, 

making permanent an existing requirement that trailers with antilock brake systems (ABS) be 

equipped with an external malfunction indicator lamp. The requirement permanent in light of 

additional safety purposes served by the external lamp includes: it not only warns the driver of a 

malfunctioning trailer ABS, but, unlike the in-cab lamps, indicates which trailer in double and 

trailer applications has a malfunction, and it assists Federal and State roadside inspectors and 

maintenance personnel in identifying a malfunctioning trailer ABS. This requirement is permanent. 

The rule is effective 31 August, 2009. 

 

On November 12, 2009, the Department of Transportation/National Highway Traffic Safety 

Administration issued the Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standards; Lamps, Reflective Devices, 

and Associated Equipment; Final Rule. This final rule delays the effective date of a final rule that 

reorganized and improved the structure and clarity of the Federal motor vehicle safety standard on 

lamps, reflective devices, and associated equipment. The final rule reorganizing the lighting 

standard was published on 4 December 2007 with an effective date of 1 September 2008.  The 

effective date was extended to 1 December 2009 in a final rule published on 28 August 2008. This 

rule delays the effective date further, from 1 December 2009 to 1 December 2012, to enable the 

agency to fully resolve all of the issues raised in the petitions well before manufacturers are 

required to certify to the new requirements. 

 

2.4.1.5. Rules on VOC in Adhesive and Sealant Products 

On January 30, 2009, the State of Delaware issued the Amendments to Delaware Regulation 1141, 
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Limiting Emissions of Volatile Organic Compounds from Commercial and Consumer Products, 

establishing Volatile Organic Compounds (VOC) limits for commercially-used adhesive and 

sealant products, including 25 adhesives, 4 adhesive primers, 5 sealants and 3 sealant primers.  

On February 16, 2009, the State of Rhode Island issued four proposed amendments with respect 

to VOC. They are as follows. (1) The Proposed Amendments to Air Pollution Control Regulations 

No. 31 Control of Volatile Organic Compounds from Consumer Products revises rules pertaining 

to the control of volatile organic compounds from consumer products and limits VOC content of 

102 categories of consumer product (including adhesives, air fresheners, antiperspirants, 

deodorants, fabric protectants, hair care products, laundry prewashes, wood cleaners, etc.). 

Records shall be kept and reports shall be submitted to the director of the Department of 

Environmental Management.  (2) The Proposed Amendments to Air Pollution Control 

Regulations No. 33 Control of Volatile Organic Compounds from Architectural Coatings and 

Industrial Maintenance Coatings revises rules pertaining to the control of volatile organic 

compounds from architectural and industrial maintenance coatings and limits the VOC content of 

53 categories of architectural and industrial maintenance coatings. (3) The Proposed Amendments 

to Air Pollution Control Regulation No. 44 Control of Volatile Organic Compounds from 

Adhesives and Sealants revises rules pertaining to the control of volatile organic compounds from 

adhesives and sealants and limits the VOC content of 40 categories of adhesive and sealant 

products. (4) Proposed Amendments to Air Pollution Control Regulation No. 25 Control of 

Volatile Organic Compounds from Cutback and Emulsified Asphalt prohibits the use of cutback 

asphalt and limits the VOC content of emulsified asphalt during the ozone season (April through 

September). On June 23rd, the Environmental Protection Agency issued the National Volatile 

Organic Compound Emission Standards for Aerosol Coatings; Final Rule, which establishes 

national reactivity-based emission standards for the aerosol coatings category (aerosol spray 

paints). These amendments add compounds and associated reactivity factors to Table 

2--Reactivity Factors based on petitions EPA received from regulated entities, and clarify which 

volatile organic compounds are to be quantified in compliance determinations. Additionally, this 

final rule makes certain changes related to the notice required for a company to certify that it will 

assume the responsibility for compliance with recordkeeping and reporting requirements for a 

regulated entity, and it also addresses which party is liable following such a certification. Further, 

in this action the rule makes minor revisions and corrections to the aerosol coatings reactivity rule. 

This final rule is effective 23 June 2009. 

 

2.4.1.6 Amendments to Low Emission Vehicle Program 

On January 22, 2009, the State of Vermont, Agency of Natural Resources issued the Low Emission 
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Vehicle Program; Final Rule. The State of Vermont has amended  its Low Emission Vehicle 

(LEV) regulations to incorporate by reference three changes to California’s LEV Program: (1) 

revisions to the Zero Emission Vehicle (ZEV) program to reflect technology readiness and 

simplify specific program requirements; (2) a new environmental performance labeling program 

to require labels that score smog and global warming emissions from new motor vehicles; and (3) 

amendments to strengthen the Emission Warranty Information Reporting and Recall requirements. 

The effective date of this rule is 3 January 2009. 

 

2.4.1.7 Updates on Mandatory Toy Safety Standard 

On February 17, 2009, revisions to the ASTM F963-08 Consumer Safety Specification for Toy 

Safety were issued in the United States. Changes made to the standard include revisions to 

sections on ingestion of magnetic components in toys，jaw entrapment, acoustics，flammability, 

etc. 

 

Magnets: Revisions account for incidents of ingestion due to magnetic components that are small 

parts of a toy and to reflect the age of children involved in the incidents. The size of magnetic 

components shall be increased to the size of small parts cylinder, and this requirement is intended 

to address ingestion hazards associated with toys intended for children up to 14 years of age. The 

section on magnets also includes special use and abuse requirements to avoid magnets from 

detaching from components during play. 

 

Acoustics: Continuous sound used in noise test for push/pull toys shall be replaced by impulsive 

sound. The revisions to this section also further harmonization between F963 and the European 

toy standard, EN71-1. 

Yo-Yo Elastic Tether Toys: Sports balls with wrist or ankle straps longer than 70 cm (27.6 in.) 

intended to be kicked or thrown and returned to the user are excluded. The length of the strap shall 

be measured when the product is placed on a horizontal surface with no load. 

 

Impaction hazards: In toys intended for children between the ages of 18 and 48 months, nail, 

screw, and bolt shapes that weigh less than 1.1 lb (0.5 kg) and incorporate spherical or 

hemispherical ends attached to a shaft or handle shall be so designed that such ends are not 

capable of entering and penetrating past the full depth of the cavity of the supplemental test 

fixture. A toy shall meet this requirement when tested under the force only of its own weight and 

in a non-compressed state. 
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Flammability: Major axis is redefined. Accessories, strings and paper are defined. Packaging 

materials, textile fabrics and sleeping bags are included in exemptions. But components of 

packaging that are likely to be incorporated into the play pattern of the toy are not exempt. If the 

burn rate of a composite product (that is, solid/fabric combined) exceeds 0.10 in./s in part due to 

the presence of a permanently attached fabric, then a secondary test shall be performed to 

determine compliance. Flammability testing procedures for fabrics are added. 

 

Folding mechanisms and hinges: Toy furniture and other toys in which a folding mechanism, arm, 

or bracing is intended or likely to support the weight of a child in normal use shall have a locking 

device or other means to prevent unexpected or sudden movement or collapse of the product. 

Locking devices shall engage automatically when the product is placed in the manufacturer’s 

recommended use position. Load testing is established to test the stability of folding mechanism 

and locking device. 

 

Jaw Entrapment in Handles and Steering Wheels: added requirements in F963-08. These 

requirements are intended to address potential jaw entrapment in handles and steering wheels that 

are located such that they are accessible for teething in the following categories of toys intended 

for children under 18 months of age: activity tables intended to be played with by a standing child, 

large bulky toys, stationary floor toys, push toys intended to be pushed by a child walking upright, 

and ride-on toys. Handles that are connected to the toy with a hinge and handles made from a 

pliable material (for example, straps and ropes) are exempt from this requirement. 

 

Toy chests: The updated version of F963 deletes requirements on toy chests, since they are 

considered as furniture instead of toys. 

 

Requirements for testing of lead in toys: Requirements for testing of lead in toys have not been 

changed from the F963-07 version of the standard cited in the Consumer Products Safety 

Improvement Act (CPSIA) of 2008. According to CPSIA, the ASTM F963-08, Consumer Safety 

Specification for Toy Safety serves as a mandatory toy safety standard as specified in Section 9 of 

the Consumer Product Safety Act. But since CPSC granted one year stay on February 9,2009, the 

third party testing and certification requirements specified in ASTM F963 are stayed and subject 

to implementation in February 2010. 

 

2.4.1.8 Rules on Fiber Subclass Name 

On March 26, 2009, the Federal Trade Commission (the Commission) amends the Rules and 
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Regulations under the Textile Fiber Products Identification Act (‘‘Textile Rules’’) to establish a 

new generic fiber subclass name and definition within the existing definition of ‘‘polyester’’ for a 

subclass of fibers made from poly (trimethylene terephthalate) (‘‘PTT’’). The amendment 

establishes the subclass name ‘‘triexta’’. Starting from March 26, 2009, manufacturers are allowed 

to use the name ‘‘triexta’’ as an alternative to the generic name ‘‘polyester’’ for PTT fiber. The 

Commission made the amendment effective March 26, 2009. 

 

2.4.1.9 Correction of the Effective Date for Substances Prohibited From Use in Animal Food 

or Feed 

On April 24, 2009, the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) issued the Substances Prohibited 

from Use in Animal Food or Feed; Confirmation of Effective Date of Final Rule. That document 

had confirmed the effective date of 27 April 2009, for a final rule that published in the Federal 

Register of 25 April 2008 (73 FR 22720), entitled “Substances Prohibited from Use in Animal 

Food or Feed”. The agency also established a compliance date of 26 October 2009, in order to 

allow additional time for renderers to comply with the new requirements. The new effective date 

also allows additional time for other affected people, including livestock manufacturers and 

packers, to determine appropriate measures to deal with the substances prohibited from use in 

animal feed. 

 

2.4.1.10 Warnings and Labeling Requirements for OTC Drug Products 

On April, 29, 2009, FDA issued the Organ-Specific Warnings; Internal Analgesic, Antipyretic, and 

Antirheumatic Drug Products for Over-the-Counter Human Use; Final Rule. It requires important 

new organ-specific warnings and related labeling for over-the-counter (OTC) internal analgesic, 

antipyretic, and antirheumatic (IAAA) drug products. The new labeling informs consumers of the 

risk of liver injury when using acetaminophen and the risk of stomach bleeding when using 

nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDS). The new labeling is required for all OTC IAAA 

drug products whether marketed under an OTC drug monograph or an approved new drug 

application (NDA). The compliance date is 29 April 2010. 

 

2.4.1.11 Fuel Efficiency Standards 

On May 19, 2009, the United States announced fuel efficiency standards for vehicles sold in the 

U.S. New standards require automakers selling vehicles in the U.S. to achieve an average fuel 

efficiency of about 6.6 liters per 100 kilometers by the 2016 model year, a 40 percent 

improvement over current standards. 
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2.4.1.12 Prohibition on Lead Wheel Balancing Weights 

On August 26, 2009, the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) announced that according to 

Section 21 of the Toxic Substances Control Act (TSCA), lead wheel balancing weights are 

prohibited from manufacture and sale. In August 2008, EPA launched the National Lead Free 

Wheel Weight Initiative, 40 charter members of which are committed to reducing the use of lead 

for wheel weights by December 31, 2011, and properly collect and recycle used lead wheel 

weights. Several states in the U.S. have established laws to address the environmental problems 

caused by the use of lead wheel balancing weights. On April 28, Washington State ruled the 

legislation that on and after January 1, 2011, a person who replaces or balances motor vehicle tires 

must replace lead wheel weights with environmentally preferred wheel weights on all vehicles. 

Last year, Vermont State announced to ban installation of lead weights on Vermont state fleet 

vehicles beginning on January 1, 2010, and on new vehicles beginning on September 1, 2011. On 

May 12, Maine enacted a comprehensive ban on lead weights. It requires that (1) beginning 

January 1, 2011, when replacing or balancing a tire on a motor vehicle, a person may not use a 

wheel weight or other product that contains lead or mercury; (2) beginning January 1, 2012, a 

person may not sell a new motor vehicle that is equipped with a weight or other product for 

balancing motor vehicle wheels if the weight or other balancing product contains lead or mercury 

that was intentionally added during the manufacture of the product. 

 

2.4.1.13 Exemption to the Minimum Grade Requirements for Fresh Tomatoes 

On September 4, 2009, the Agricultural Marketing Service of the US Department of Agriculture 

issued the Vegetables, Import Regulations; Partial Exemption to the Minimum Grade 

Requirements for Fresh Tomatoes; Final Rule, providing a partial exemption to the minimum 

grade requirements under the tomato import regulation. The Florida Tomato Committee which 

locally administers the marketing order for tomatoes grown in Florida recommended the change 

for Florida tomatoes. The order's administrative rules and regulations are recently revised to 

exempt Vintage RipesTM tomatoes (Vintage RipesTM) from the shape requirements associated 

with the U.S. No. 2 grade. A corresponding change to the import regulation is required under 

section 8e of the Agricultural Marketing Agreement Act of 1937. This rule provides the same 

partial exemption for Vintage RipesTM under the import regulation so it conforms to the 

regulations under the order. The effective date of the rule is 5 October 2009. 

 

2.4.1.14 Reportable Food Registry 

On September 8, 2009, the U.S. Food and Drug Administration announced to implement the 

Reportable Food Registry (RFR), requiring responsible parties to register online 
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（http://rfr.fda.gov）and report to the FDA if they find a reasonable probability that an article of 

food or feed will cause severe health problems or death to a person or an animal. 

 

The reporting requirement applies to all foods and animal feed regulated by the FDA, except 

infant formula and dietary supplements. The responsible parties include any person who has to 

submit registration information to the FDA for a food facility that manufactures, processes, packs, 

or holds food for human or animal consumption in the United States. Federal, state, and local 

government officials may voluntarily use the RFR portal to report information that may come to 

them about reportable foods. 

 

Data elements that a responsible party may include in RFR reports to FDA are: Food Facility 

Registration Number; Date the article of food was determined to be reportable; Description of the 

food, including quantity and amount; Extent and nature of the adulteration; Results of 

investigation of the cause of the adulteration; Disposition of the article of food, when known; 

Product information typically found on packaging sufficient to identify the article of food. 

 

2.4.1.15 Significant New Use Rules on Certain Chemical Substances 

On September 18, 2009, the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) issued the Significant New 

Use Rules on Certain Chemical Substances; Direct Final Rule. EPA promulgates significant new 

use rules (SNURs) under section 5(a) (2) of the Toxic Substances Control Act (TSCA) for 12 

chemical substances which were the subject of pre-manufacture notices (PMNs). Two of these 

chemical substances are subject to TSCA section 5(e) consent orders issued by EPA. This action 

requires persons who intend to manufacture, import, or process any of these 12 chemical 

substances for an activity that is designated as a significant new use by this rule to notify EPA at 

least 90 days before commencing that activity. The required notification will provide EPA with the 

opportunity to evaluate the intended use and, if necessary, to prohibit or limit that activity before it 

occurs. The rule will enter into force on 17 November 2009. Substances subject to this rule are as 

follows: 

 

PMN 

number 
Chemical name CAS number Remarks  

P-05-775 
Benzeneethanol,halo-,halocycloalkyl-,hydrazi

nealkyl- (generic). 
Not available 

Subject to EPA 

certification 

P-06-16 2-Pentanone, 3,5-dichloro-. 58371-98-5. Subject to EPA 
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certification 

P-07-587 1-Docosanamine, N,N-dimethyl-. 21542-96-1.  

P-07-629 

Poly(oxy-1,2-ethanediyl), .alpha.-[(13Z)-1-ox

o-13-docosen-1-yl 

]-.omega.-[[(13Z)-1-oxo-13-docosen-1-yl]ox

y]-. 

56565-72-1.  

P-08-3 Substituted silyl methacrylate (generic). Not available  

P-08-24 1,3 Dioxolane-4-butanol, 2-ethenyl-. 2421-08-1.  

P-08-33 Chloro fluoro alkane (generic). Not available  

P-08-36 
Benzenecarboximidamide, 

N-hydroxy-4-nitro-. 
1613-86-1.  

P-08-138 
Carbonotrithioic acid, bis(phenylmethyl) 

ester. 
26504-29-0.  

P-08-180 

1,3-Cyclohexanedione, 

2-[2-chloro-4-(methylsulfonyl)- 

3-[(2,2,2-trifluoroethoxy)methyl]benzoyl]-, 

ion(1-), potassium salt (1:1). 

1121649-70-4.  

P-08-212 Tetrafluoro nitrotoluene (generic). Not available  

P-08-275 Cesium tungsten oxide. 52350-17-1.  

 

2.4.2. Sanitary and Phytosanitary Measures 

 

Amendments to the sanitary and phytosanitary measures in the U.S. in 2009 include rules on 

mandatory country of origin labeling, rules on the importation of plants and tolerances for 

residues of pesticide. The U.S. also proposed to amend rules to allow the importation of wooden 

handicrafts from China under certain conditions. 

 

2.4.2.1. Cochineal Extract and Carmine Declaration 

On January 5, 2009, FDA issued the Listing of Color Additives Exempt from Certification; Food, 

Drug, and Cosmetic Labeling; Cochineal Extract and Carmine Declaration, Final Rule. This 

final rule responds to reports of severe allergic reactions, including anaphylaxis, to cochineal 

extract-containing food and carmine-containing food and cosmetics and will allow consumers 

who are allergic to these color additives to identify and thus avoid products that contain these 
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color additives. It requires the declaration of cochineal extract and carmine by name on the label 

of all food and cosmetic products that contain these color additives. On 11 March 2009, FDA 

issued a notice confirming the effective date of 5 January 2011 for the final rule. 

 

2.4.2.2. Mandatory Country of Origin Labeling; Final Rule 

On March 20, 2009, the Food Safety and Inspection Service, Department of Agriculture, issued 

the Mandatory Country of Origin Labeling of Muscle Cuts of Beef  (Including Veal), Lamb, 

Chicken, Goat, and Pork; Ground Beef, Ground  Lamb, Ground Chicken, Ground Goat, and 

Ground Pork. It is the affirmation, without change, of the Mandatory Country of Origin Labeling 

of Beef, Pork, Lamb, Chicken, Goat Meat, Perishable Agricultural Commodities, Peanuts, Pecans, 

Ginseng, and Macadamia Nuts; Final Rule issued by the Agricultural Marketing Service in the 15 

January 2009 Federal Register. It requires that retailers notify their customers of the country of 

origin of covered commodities. Retailers and suppliers bear the responsibility of recordkeeping. 

Suppliers must make available information to the retailers about the country (ies) of origin. Fish 

and shellfish covered commodities shall also be labeled to indicate whether they are wild and/or 

farm-raised. Products excluded from the country of origin labeling requirements include 

ingredients in a processed food item, products originating from the covered products but 

undergone physical or chemical changes (e.g. cooking, curing, or smoking) and products 

combined with at least one other covered commodity or other substantive food component (e.g., 

chocolate, tomato sauce), etc. 

 

2.4.2.3. Rules on Food Addictives 

On March 16, FDA issued the Food Additives Permitted for Direct Addition to Food for Human 

Consumption; Vitamin D2; Final Rule, amending the food additive regulations to provide for the 

safe use of vitamin D2 as a nutrient supplement in soy-based food products. The use of vitamin D2 

shall not exceed 50 International Units (IU) per 100 grams (g) of soy beverages, 89 IU per 100 g 

of soy beverage products, 330 IU per 100 g of soy-based butter substitute spreads, and 270 IU per 

100 g of soy-based cheese substitutes and soy-based cheese substitute products. The rule took 

effect the same day. 

 

On March 18, 2009, FDA issued the Food Additives Permitted for Direct Addition to Food for 

Human Consumption; Silver Nitrate and Hydrogen Peroxide. The rule allows for the use of an 

aqueous solution of silver nitrate and hydrogen peroxide as an antimicrobial agent in bottled 

drinking water at a level not to exceed 17 micrograms per kilogram of silver and 23 milligrams 

per kilogram of hydrogen peroxide in the treated bottled water. The rule took effect the same day. 
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2.4.2.4. Notice of Enforcement Regarding Imported Food Products Containing a Small 

Amount of Meat, Poultry, or Processed Egg Product Ingredients 

On March 19, 2009, the Food Safety and Inspection Service (FSIS) of the US Department of 

Agriculture issued the Notice of Enforcement Regarding Imported Food Products Containing a 

Small Amount of Meat, Poultry, or Processed Egg Product Ingredients. It regulates that all food 

products for human consumption made using meat, poultry or processed egg product ingredients, 

including products that only use small amounts of meat, poultry or processed egg, are not eligible 

to enter the United States unless these ingredients were prepared under the US inspection system 

or a certified establishment from an approved foreign food regulatory system. FSIS must ensure 

that these ingredients are from approved sources and produced under sanitary processing 

conditions that prevent intentional or non-intentional contamination. Starting from June 19, 2009, 

importers are required to submit a new application to FSIS for reviewing and approval before the 

food product is allowed to enter the U.S. FSIS needs documents that (1) evidence the proportion 

of meat, poultry, or processed egg product ingredients in the product formulation, (2) identify the 

country of origin of these ingredients, (3) identify the establishment where these ingredients were 

processed, (4) provide assurance that no other meat, poultry, or processed egg product ingredient 

is incorporated into the finished product, (5) evidence that the product labeling does not represent 

the finished product, and (6) identify of the facility where the finished product, as represented by 

the labeling, was manufactured, etc. For food products containing a small amount of meat or 

poultry, any new permit application submitted to the Animal and Plant Health Inspection Service 

(APHIS) after June 22, 2009, will be reviewed and approved by FSIS to ensure the meat, poultry 

and egg ingredient originates from an eligible source. The importer will provide to FSIS the 

supporting documentation that is necessary to allow the food product to enter the United States. 

The Notice took effect on March 19, 2009. 

 

2.4.2.5. Requirements concerning the Importation of Table Eggs from Regions Where Exotic 

Newcastle Disease Exists 

The Animal and Plant Health Inspection Service (APHIS) of the US Department of Agriculture 

issued on April 22, 2009 the Final rule: Importation of Table Eggs from Regions Where Exotic 

Newcastle Disease Exists, amending the regulations to modify the requirements concerning the 

importation of eggs (other than hatching eggs) from regions where exotic Newcastle disease 

(END) exists. This action is necessary to provide a more efficient and equally effective testing 

option for determining the END status of flocks producing eggs (other than hatching eggs) for 

export to the United States. The definition of ‘‘exotic Newcastle disease’’ is amended to replace 
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the word ‘‘velogenic’’ with the word ‘‘virulent.’’ Certification concerning the importation of table 

eggs is also specified. This final rule is effective 22 May 2009. 

 

2.4.2.6. New Rule on Bottled Water 

On May 29, 2009, FDA published the Beverages: Bottled Water - Final Rule, which amends 

FDA's bottled water regulations. The new regulations contain the following requirements: (1) 

Bottlers conduct weekly microbiological testing of source water for total coliform; (2) If any 

coliform organisms are detected in source water or finished bottled water products, bottlers must 

determine whether any of the coliform organisms are E. coli; (3) Source water containing E. coli 

will not be considered to be of a safe, sanitary quality and will be prohibited from use in the 

production of bottled water; (4) Before a bottler can use source water from a source that has tested 

positive for E. coli, the bottler must take appropriate measures to rectify or eliminate the cause of 

E. coli contamination of that source, and must keep records of such actions; and (5) Finished 

bottled water products containing E. coli will be considered adulterated. The rule is effective on 1 

December, 2009. 

 

2.4.2.7. Rules on the Importation of Plants 

On January 16, 2009, the Animal and Plant Health Inspection Service (APHIS) of the US 

Department of Agriculture issued the Federal Order for Anoplophora chinensis (Forster), the 

Citrus Longhorned Beetle (CLB), and Anoplophora glabripennis, the Asian Longhorned Beetle 

(ALB). It establishes prohibitions and restrictions of the importation for host genera of plants for 

planting of CLB and ALB from countries where A. chinensis and/or A. glabripennis populations 

are present and not under official control, such as Afghanistan, China, Japan, Indonesia, Republic 

of Korea, Democratic People's Republic of Korea, Madagascar, Malaysia, Myanmar, Philippines, 

Chinese Taipei, and Vietnam. The purpose and goal of this Federal Order is to prevent the 

introduction and dissemination of two harmful plant pests from foreign countries into the United 

States. The order is effective on the 22nd day after the issuance date of this Federal Order. 

 

On May 8, 2009, the Animal and Plant Health Inspection Service (APHIS) of the Department of 

Agriculture issued the Federal Import Quarantine Order for Host Materials of Bactrocera 

invadens (Diptera, Tephritidae), invasive fruit fly species to prevent the entry of Bactrocera 

Invadens into the United States. Currently admissible fruit and vegetable hosts of Bactrocera 

invadens will be allowed entry into the United States from countries infested with this pest, only 

under one of the following conditions: (1) from an APHIS recognized pest free area; (2) under an 

approved system approach; (3) after receiving an APHIS approved treatment. This Federal Order 
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is effective immediately upon issuance. 

 

On June 22, 2009, the Animal and Plant Health Inspection Service (APHIS) of the US Department 

of Agriculture issued the Federal Order for Phytophthora alni, to prohibit the importation from all 

countries of Alnus spp. plants for planting (excluding seed) because they are hosts of 

Phytophthora alni Brasier & S.A. Kirk 2004. This Federal Order is implemented beginning 6 July 

2009. 

 

On  October 6, 2009, the Animal and Plant Health Inspection Service (APHIS) of the 

Department of Agriculture issued the Federal Quarantine Order: Citrus Greening Disease (CG) 

and Citrus Variegated Chlorosis to prevent the entry and introduction of two harmful citrus 

diseases into the United States: bacteria Candidatus Liberibacter spp., the causal agent of citrus 

greening disease (CG) (also known as Huanglongbing/ HLB); and Xylella fastidiosa, the causal 

agent of citrus variegated chlorosis disease (CVC). To prevent the introduction of these harmful 

pests into the United States, APHIS issues a revised Federal Quarantine Order prohibiting the 

importation of seed of citrus and related genera from certain countries. This Federal Order updates 

and replaces the previous CG and CVC Federal Order (dated 29 January 2008) by adding four 

countries, Belize, Cuba, Dominican Republic, and Mexico to the previous list of countries, and is 

effective on 6 November 2009. 

 

2.4.2.8. Rule on Prevention of Salmonella Enteritidis in Shell Eggs during Production, 

Transportation, and Storage 

On July 10, 2009, FDA issued the Final Rule: Prevention of Salmonella Enteritidis in Shell Eggs 

during Production, Transportation, and Storage. It requires shell egg producers to implement 

measures to prevent Salmonella Enteritidis (SE) from contaminating eggs on the farm and from 

further growth during storage and transportation, and requires these producers to maintain records 

concerning their compliance with the rule and to register with FDA. FDA is taking this action 

because SE is among the leading bacterial causes of foodborne illness in the United States, and 

shell eggs are a primary source of human SE infections. The rule is effective 8 September, 2009. 

 

2.4.2.9. Withdrawal of the Adjustment of User Fees for Agricultural Quarantine and 

Inspection Services 

On September 28, 2009, the Animal and Plant Health Inspection Service of the US Department of 

Agriculture issued an interim rule to adjust the user fees charged for certain agricultural 

quarantine and inspection services provided in connection with certain commercial vessels, 
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commercial trucks, commercial railroad cars, commercial aircraft, and international airline 

passengers arriving at ports in the customs territory of the United States. The interim rule was 

originally scheduled to become effective on November 1, 2009. On November 4, 2009, APHIS 

issued a document entitled User Fees for Agricultural Quarantine and Inspection Services to 

withdraw the interim rule. The withdrawal is effective October 30, 2009. 

 

2.4.2.10. Rules on the Tolerances for Residues of Pesticide 

By  November 25, 2009, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency had established 79 

tolerances for residues of pesticide, including Azoxystrobin, corn herbicide, Metolachlor, 

S-Metolachlor, Bifenazate, Buprofezin, thiram, Pyraclostrobin, Halosulfuron-methyl, 

Thiamethoxam, spinosad, Saflufenacil, Methoxyfenozide, Pendimethalin, Acetochlor, mancozeb, 

Maneb, Metiram, Fenpyroximate, Dichlormid, Pyrimethanil, Cyazofamid, Fenamidone, 

Glyphosate, Chlorantraniliprole, Iodosulfuron-methyl-sodium, Ametryn, Ammonium Soap Salts 

of Higher Fatty Acids(C8-C18 saturated; C8-C12 unsaturated), Bitertanol, metconazole, 

Carbofuran, Penoxsulam, Fenpropathrin, Triethanolamine, Prothioconazole, Tristyrylphenol, 

Propiconazole, Quinoxyfen, Cyhalofop-butyl, Thymol, Chlorimuron-ethyl, tebuconazole, 

famoxadone, Bacillus Mycoides Isolate J, Propoxycarbazonehe, Spiromesifen, Chlorothalonil, 

Dichlorophenoxyacetic acid, etc. 

 

2.4.2.11. Proposed Rule: Importation of Wooden Handicrafts from China 

On April 9, 2009, the Animal and Plant Health Inspection Service (APHIS) of the Department of 

Agriculture issued the Proposed Rule: Importation of Wooden Handicrafts from China. From 

2002, APHIS has issued more than 300 emergency action notices and conducted national recalls 

to remove infested Chinese-origin wooden handicrafts from the U.S. marketplace. In 2005, 

APHIS suspended the importation of certain Chinese wooden handicrafts until it could more fully 

analyze the pest risks associated with those articles. Based on the evidence in a recent pest risk 

analysis, APHIS has determined that these articles can be safely imported from China, provided 

certain conditions are met. It requires that all wooden handicrafts defined as a commodity class of 

articles derived or made of natural components of wood, twigs, and vines, and including bamboo 

poles and garden stakes from China be treated with heat treatment or heat treatment with moisture 

reduction that raises the temperature of the center of each treated regulated article to at least 71.1 

C (160 F) and maintains the regulated article at that center temperature for at least 75 minutes. It 

also requires that all consignments of wooden handicrafts be accompanied by a phytosanitary 

certificate issued by the National Plant Protection Organization (NPPO) of China. The 

phytosanitary certificate would have to contain an additional declaration stating that the 
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handicrafts were treated as required and inspected and found free from quarantine pests. All 

individual packages of wooden handicrafts are required to be labeled with a track tag. 

 

3. Barriers to Trade 

3.1 Tariffs and Tariff Administrative Measures 

3.1.1 Tariff Peak 

Currently, products subject to tariff rates over 3 times higher than the average level account for 

5% among all tariff headings. For example, among agricultural products, tobacco has the highest 

tariff rate of 350%.The tariff rates for sour cream and peanuts are 177.2% and 163.8% 

respectively. Other agricultural products including milk, butter, cheese, goose liver, sugar, and 

cocoa powder are subject to rates from 50% to 110%.Non-agricultural products from 12 sectors 

such as ball bearing, glass, glasswork, horologe, musical instrument, textiles, footwear and plastic 

products are also imposed high tariff rates. The tariff rate is 32% for certain apparel, 25% for 

woven cloth and 13.2% for yarn. In addition, the tariff rates on most of the glasswork are set from 

10% to 20%, with some even as high as 38%. High tariff rates on these products have reduced the 

competitiveness of Chinese products in the U.S. market, making it more difficult for Chinese 

products to enter the U.S. market. 

 

3.1.2 Tariff Escalation 

There remains a serious problem of tariff escalation in the U.S. Duty rates escalate with the level 

of processing for certain finished products or semi-finished products. For example, the tariff rate 

levied on cotton with the length of fiber less than 28.575 millimeter is zero, while that levied on 

most cotton and yarn thread reaches 5-12%, and on clothing 12-14% and even as high as 32%. 

Such a tariff structure has considerably hindered export of higher-value-added products such as 

semi-finished or finished products to the US, and has undermined the interests of Chinese 

enterprises. 

 

3.1.3 Tariff Quota  

The US implements tariff quotas on imports of certain agricultural products in order to control the 

quantities of import and protect the interests of domestic producers. Agricultural products under 

195 tariff headings are subject to tariff quotas, including milk and dairy products, infant formula 

milk powder, animal feeds containing milk or milk derivatives, sugar and sugar-containing 

products, peanuts, peanut oil and peanut butter, sweetened cocoa powder, chocolate and chocolate 

crumb, ice cream, mutton, beef, cotton, etc. High tariffs are imposed on products exceeding the 
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established quota. For instance, the average out-of-quota MFN tariff rate in 2007 is 42% and 

in-quota 9.1%. 

 

3.2 Barriers to Customs Clearance 

 

3.2.1 100 Percent Scanning of U.S.-Bound Container  

After the September 11 Terrorist Attacks, the U.S. began to take precautions against the possibility 

of shipping weapons of massive destruction to the U.S. through containers by terrorists. To 

improve the safety of containers, the U.S adopted the Security and Accountability for Every Port 

Act of 2006 in 2006. The Act stipulated a pilot plan to conduct 100 percent scanning of 

U.S.-bound containers at 3 American ports to check the feasibility of the system. The 

Recommendations of the 9/11 Commission Act of 2007, which went into effect in August,2007, 

ruled that from July 2012, all containers must go through non-invasive scanning check and 

radiation detection check before shipment in the foreign ports before entering the U.S.. Although 

the Recommendation doesn’t require the participation of foreign ports, yet according to it, 

containers shipped at the foreign ports failing to go through scanning check can not gain access to 

the U.S. With the enforcement of this program, the U.S has in fact shifted its safety cost to other 

countries. This will considerably increase the cost for the installation and maintenance of related 

equipment in foreign ports. Many countries in the world have expressed objection against this 

measure. In 2008, the World Customs Organization adopted a resolution unanimously, stating that 

this measure will harm the world trade and cause port congestion and unreasonable delays, 

impeding the international trade. Some congressman and government bodies in the US also think 

that the program has great impact on current container logistics mode and incurs high costs, and is 

difficult to enforce. The Government Accounting Office of the U.S. Department of Homeland 

Security released a report to postpone the program until 2014. Because China is among the main 

container sources shipped to the U.S, the enforcement of the program will exert a great impact on 

Chinese ports and China’s exports to the U.S. China will follow closely its progress. 

 

In addition to the 100 percent scanning program, the U.S. government has taken a series of 

measures against terrorist activities since the September 11 Terrorist Attacks. The U.S. 

promulgated the Public Health Security and Bio-terrorism Preparedness and Response Act in 

2002 and four supporting regulations later including the Prior Notice of Imported Food Shipments 

to enforce the Act. Moreover, in addition to the Advance Manifest Regulation (known as the 

24-hour regulation), in 2009, the 10+2 requirement was issued, requiring importers and ocean 

carriers to provide in advance information on the vessel and container status. These measures have 
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in reality slowed down customs clearance, and increased cost for exporters and uncertainty in the 

export market. Moreover, when implementing these measures, the CBP tends to treat domestic 

and foreign business differently and discriminate against foreign businesses, thus in reality 

producing distorting effect on trade. 

 

3.2.2 Increased Burden on Enterprises Caused by Raised Customs Charges 

In 1986, according to the Consolidated Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1985, customs user 

fees are expanded to include a merchandise processing fee. The merchandise processing fee (MPF) 

is U.S. $2-9 on informally-entered imported merchandise (generally entries valued under U.S. 

$2,000) while the merchandise processing fee (MFP) is 0.21 percent ad valorem on 

formally-entered imported merchandise (generally entries valued over $2,000), subject to a 

minimum fee of U.S. $485 per entry. Products originating from the countries which are in the free 

trade agreement with the U.S., such as Canada, Australia, Mexico, Chile, Israel, as well as the 

ones from least developed countries are exempted. According to the American Jobs Creation Act 

of 2004, the implementation of the fee will be extended to September of 2014. Customs user fee is 

intended to offset administrative costs of handling imported merchandise incurred by the U.S. 

Customs and Boarder Protection and is set with an upper limit. However, it is levied on the value 

of the imported merchandise rather than on the basis of customs services. Therefore, very likely 

the fees and charges may exceed the real costs, adding heavier financial burden to exporters, and 

this doesn’t conform to Article Ⅷ of GATT 1944. 

 

3.2.3 Import Declaration Requirement under the Lacey Act 

According to the revised Lacey Act, as of December 15, 2008, importers must submit an import 

declaration when importing plants covered by the Lacey Act, stating the scientific name of the 

plant, the quantity of related plants, and name of the country from which the plant was harvested. 

Otherwise the products would be seized. The declaration requirement will be enforced in stages. 

As many procedures are involved for the exportation of most wooden products, from felling to the 

exportation of finished products, it is difficult, even in developed countries, to provide 

information on the genus and origination of every plant content contained. Manufacturers of 

furniture made of several materials such as fiber board, wood, bamboo and wicker are required to 

provide information on the supply chain of all plant materials and prove their lawfulness. It is a 

rather difficult task for exporters. Exporters will have to take the risk of losing clients if they are 

not able to provide information required by importers, or suffer economic losses if they provide 

false information which might lead to investigation and ensuing denial of customs clearance. 
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3.3 Discriminatory Domestic Taxes and Fees against Imported Products 

Under Chapter 31 “Retail Exercise Tax” of Title 26 “Internal Revenue Code” in the Untied States 

Code (USC), exercise taxes are imposed on specific products produced in the U.S. or imported 

into the U.S., including special fuels, certain types of vehicles (luxury automobiles), heavy trucks 

and trailers, sporting goods, firearms and ammunition, alcohol, tobacco products and cigarette 

papers. For example, a tax is imposed on all beer brewed or produced within the U.S., or imported 

into the U.S. The rate of such tax is US$18 for every barrel containing not more than 31 gallons. 

In the case of a brewer who produces not more than 2,000,000 barrels of beer, the per barrel rate 

of the tax imposed shall be US$7 on the first 60,000 barrels of beer which have been brewed or 

produced in the U.S.. Similarly, a reduced $0.90 credit is available for the first 100,000 gallons 

removed by a domestic winery producing not more than 150,000 w.g. per year. But for imported 

wine, it is imposed a tax from US$1.07 to US$3.4 depending on the volume of alcohol contained. 

The U.S. does not impose a value added tax, but local governments are entitled to levying 

business tax and additional excise taxes on domestic and imported products. These two tax items 

imposed by local governments may lead to different tax bases between domestic and imported 

products, thus creating discriminatory taxes against imports, which are likely subject to excessive 

taxes. Such a measure has in reality hindered the importation of the foreign products. The 

above-mentioned tax favors to domestic beer brewery and winery have constituted discrimination 

against imports and affected fair trade in violation of national treatment. 

 

3.4 Technical Barriers to Trade 

 

3.4.1 Standard for Formaldehyde Content of Laminate Flooring  

In 2009, a new formaldehyde emissions standard for flakeboard, medium-density fiberboard and 

hardwood plywood took effect in California in the U.S. It set a new rule on formaldehyde content 

in such products as flooring. Besides raising the standard for formaldehyde content, it also 

specifies high-standard method of formaldehyde testing. Beginning on July 1, 2010, house 

furnishings retailers and manufacturers are asked to make sure that the formaldehyde emission of 

composite wood products used in their products comply with the CARB standard (standard for 

formaldehyde emission of composite wood products set by the California Air Resources Board) 

and obtains certification by the third party. While retailers of related products must present 

documents that can prove the sources of the products and can trace back to producers of the raw 

board. Every link of the supply chain, including board suppliers, floor manufacturers and retailers, 

must ensure that the formaldehyde emission of their products comply with the CARB standard. 

Otherwise, they will face fines or charges. The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency and other 
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institutions are considering developing a national standard to unify the standards of different 

states. The enforcement of the above standard will increase the cost for Chinese floor exporters, 

posing a tough challenge for the flooring industry. China will closely watch the consistency 

between the standard to be introduced in the U.S. and that of the world. 

 

3.4.2 Complicated System of Assessment 

“Third-party” assessment is commonly used in the U.S. All electrical and electronic products must 

pass “third-party” assessment in order to enter the U.S. market. Communications equipment must 

be continuously inspected and assessed in the process of R&D and of manufacturing. Although 

the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) of the U.S. has begun to liberalize the 

restrictions, the “third-party” assessment is still required of wireless equipment. There are 2700 

state and municipal governments enacted laws and regulations to conduct safety assessment on 

products. These requirements lack the consistency and transparency. The EPA Assessment in the 

U.S. performs assessment not only on a series of products, but also on every model of the 

products. This will increase drastically the assessment fee of the enterprises and result in the loss 

of business opportunities because the assessment period can range from half a year to one year. 

 

3.4.3 Label Marking System 

The U.S. imposes irrational requirements on the imports by complex marking of label. The retail 

packaging of clothes must be labeled to indicate the country of origin and American ultimate 

purchaser. All textiles exported to the U.S. must be labeled with the common name and the 

proportion of the blended materials given that the blend fiber exceeds 5%. All wool products must 

be labeled to indicate in detail the weight and the information of the importers according to the 

Wool Products Labeling Act of 1939. The American Automobile Labeling Act provides that 

vehicles must have labels specifying the percentage of the American and Canadian parts in the 

finished products and the final place of assembly. All these requirements will influence the 

purchasing tendency of the consumers and result in unfair treatment to products of other countries. 

On March 20, 2009, the U.S. Department of Agriculture issued the final rule for Mandatory 

Country of Origin Labeling. Commodities covered under the rule like beef and other perishable 

agricultural commodities must be labeled at detail to indicate its country of origin. According to 

the rule, covered commodities labeled as having a U.S. origin must be planted, picked, harvested 

and processed in the U.S. In order to have commodities labeled as having a U.S. origin, 

agricultural producers may refrain from importing raw materials from other countries, which will 

seriously affect other countries’ export to the U.S. Other provisions of the rule will increase 

unreasonable costs for suppliers and retailers. 
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3.5 Sanitary and Phytosanitary Measures 

 

3.5.1 Strengthened Inspection and Quarantine Measures for Chinese Products 

In 2007, the U.S. Food and Drug Administration fully strengthened the inspection and quarantine 

measures for Chinese products. Since some inspection and quarantine measures take 2 or 3 weeks, 

this will dramatically slow the export of China’s goods to the U.S. Moreover, since most of 

China’s small and medium-sized enterprises can not afford the high cost of the inspection and 

quarantine measures, their exports to the U.S. have dropped considerably. According to relevant 

industries in China, the U.S. FDA adopts different standards between Chinese products and its 

domestic products in the process of inspection and quarantine. China expresses its concern over 

the unfair treatment it brings against Chinese products. 

 

3.5.2 Restrictions on Import of Poultry Meat of Chinese Origin 

The U.S. adopts stringent restrictive measures towards poultry meat imported into the US. Meat 

exporting countries should firstly submit a written application to the Animal and Plant Health 

Inspection Service (APHIS) of the U.S. Department of Agriculture. After the examination of the 

application materials, the Food Safety and Inspection Service will send an inspection group to 

conduct a field investigation in various aspects including the inspection and quarantine procedures, 

animal epidemics, production procedures, management, processing facilities and personnel 

training. Only those meeting the requirements will be granted registration. The inspection of 

production management will focus on the implementation of Hazard Analysis and Critical Control 

Points (HACCP). The FDA will carry out regular inspection and assessment for those registered 

countries and facilities. Governments of exporting countries must notify the U.S. the list of 

facilities meeting the American standards every year. After the entry, the animal products must be 

processed in the meat production factory designated by APHIS. The production and processing 

procedures, sewage treatment must meet the requirements of APHIS. 

 

Since China officially raised as a priority the issue of allowing cooked poultry-meat products to 

be imported to the U.S. in April 2004, China has received four inspections from the U.S. side and 

organized two visits to the U.S. to assist the completion of evaluation. All these efforts have 

resulted in the U.S. recognition of the sanitary management equivalence of Chinese cooked 

poultry-meat products in April 2005. However, in spite of the agreement between China and the 

US on technical issues such as recognition of equivalence, up until now, Chinese poultry-meat and 

cooked poultry-meat products still can not enter the U.S. market. Moreover, the Omnibus 
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Appropriations Act 2008 provides that “None of the funds made available in this Act may be used 

to establish or implement a rule allowing processed poultry or processed poultry products to be 

imported into the United States from China. China has noticed that Section 743 of the 

newly-passed the Omnibus Appropriations Act 2010 has made amendments to the original 

provisions. China welcomes this move and hopes the administrative department of the U.S. will 

soon amend relevant rules to resume the import of China’s poultry-meat products. At the same 

time, China still believes that Section 743 is a restrictive method against China’s export of 

poultry-meat products. China will continue to conduct in-depth assessment of its consistency with 

WTO non-discriminatory principles and other relevant rules. 

 

3.5.3 New Rule-making on the Import of Catfish 

Under the Food, Conservation, and Energy Act of 2008, catfish inspections and regulation is 

moved from the FDA to the Department of Agriculture. The Department of Agriculture is 

authorized to make new rules in the Federal Meat Inspection Act, subjecting imported catfish to 

the same stringent health and safety standards as imported beef, poultry and pork. This 

amendment shall make the procedures for importing catfish into the U.S more complicated and 

stringent. According to procedures in the U.S, new rules should have been introduced by the end 

of 2009. However, by February 2010, the rules are still not ready. China pays great attention to the 

change of competent authorities governing the inspection and regulation of imported catfish and 

the making of new rules, and hopes the new rules will be introduced at an earlier date. It is hoped 

that these rules and relevant procedures shall not present barriers to China’s export of catfish to 

the U.S,  and the U.S will adopt effective measures to ensure the normal trade of aquatic 

products between China and the U.S  

 

3.5.4 Imports of Certain Wood Handicraft Items from China 

The U.S. has temporarily suspended since 2005 the importation of wood handicraft items from 

China, including artificial Christmas trees that contained wooden logs, limbs, branches, or twigs 

greater than one centimeter in diameter and with intact bark. The suspension has created serious 

impact on China-U.S. trade in wooden handicraft items. To meet the scientific standards, China, in 

an honest and pragmatic spirit, has adopted a series of inspection and supervision measures in 

accordance with IPPC standards in recent years, including fumigating and heating processes. 

China has also invited the U.S. side to come to China to inspect the fumigating system, drafted 

technical documents and established management measures. Thus China has fully strengthened 

the quarantine supervision and the technical guidance of insecticide treatment. In April 2007, 

China and the U.S. reached agreement on the framework and content of the draft on quarantine 
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measures for wooden handicraft items with intact bark prepared by the Chinese side. However, 

the U.S. has refused to set a timetable to lift the ban under the pretext of the need to fulfill 

domestic law procedures. China noticed that the U.S. has started to seek comments regarding the 

import of China’s wooden products beginning April 9 2009. China hopes the U.S., based on the 

bilateral agreement, will lift the suspension towards related Chinese products as early as possible. 

 

3.5.5 Automatic Detention of Products from China 

According to Section 801(a) of the Federal Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act, imports with potential 

problems will be automatically detained by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration. This 

provision has played a role in certain ways in ensuring the quality of the imports of the U.S. But 

China believes this system is unreasonable for the following reasons. Firstly, the sample collected 

for testing does not have strong representation, and the final judgment of automatic detention is 

based solely on the test of the U.S. Food and Drug Administration or its authorized laboratories. 

Secondly, the automatic detention can be applied to a certain kind of product from all countries, or 

to part or all manufacturers of a certain product from a certain country or certain countries.  The 

detention can last for a long time which will impact the production and sales of these enterprises. 

Thirdly, importers will bear all the costs associated with inspections in the process of automatic 

detention, and exporters will also indirectly bear the fees, which will greatly increase the cost. 

 

Between 2007 and 2008, some Chinese products such as dairy products, shrimp and catfish were 

automatically detained by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration. Through efforts of China’s 

quality control administration and exporting enterprises, in 2009, the US abolished the automatic 

detention measures on some of the catfish and roasted eel from China. China welcomes such a 

move. However, the U.S. still made 61 decisions of automatic detention in 2009 on such products 

from China as cooked wheaten food, seafood, fruit juice and juice products, nuts and bean curd, 

making China the biggest target among all other countries. 

 

China understands the concerns of other countries for food safety and human health. However, 

because the procedure of the above automatic detention is too complex and the standards of the 

inspection and quarantine lack the scientific grounds. This excessive or even discriminatory 

application of inspection and quarantine, in some part, increases the cost of relevant products, 

prolongs the time of customs clearance, impedes the normal import and exceeds the principle 

under Article 5.4 of the Agreement on Sanitary and Phytosanitary Measures, which says “should 

include minimizing negative trade effects”. 
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3.6 Trade Remedies 

Since the outbreak of the financial crisis, trade protectionism has been apparently on the rise in 

the US. The US initiated ten countervailing/antidumping investigations against China, more than a 

double of those of last year. US$4.54 billion-worth products were involved, including oil country 

tubular goods, prestressed concrete steel wire strand, steel grating, wire decking, and narrow 

woven ribbons with woven selvedge, out of which seven were targeted at steel products. 

Meanwhile, the US initiated 2 separate antidumping investigations against Chinese woven electric 

blankets and seamless refined copper pipe and tube, involving an amount of US$480 million. The 

U.S also adopted special safeguard measuresagainst Chinese tires, with the value of involved 

product reaching US$2.2 billion. 

 

3.6.1 Trade Remedy Cases Initiated in 2009 

3.6.1.1 Antidumping Investigation 

Table3: Anti-dumping Investigations against China initiated in 2009 

No. 
Initiation Date of 

Investigation 
Product 

the Harmonized Tariff Schedule 

of the United States (HTSUS) 

Subheading 

Progress of 

Investigation 

1 April 29, 2009 

Oil 

Country 

Tubular 

Goods 

7304291010, 7304291020, 

7304291030, 7304291040, 

7304291050, 7304291060, 

7304291080, 7304292010, 

7304292020, 7304292030, 

7304292040, 7304292050, 

7304292060, 7304292080, 

7304293110, 7304293120, 

7304293130,  7304293140, 

7304293150,  7304293160, 

7304293180,  7304294110, 

7304294120,  7304294130, 

7304294140,  7304294150, 

7304294160,  7304294180, 

7304295015,  7304295030, 

7304295045,  7304295060, 

7304295075,  7304296115, 

On May 22, 

2009, the ITC 

made its 

affirmative 

preliminary 

injury 

determination. 

On December 30, 

2009, the DOC 

made its 

preliminary 

anti-dumping 

ruling. The 

dumping rate for 

responding 

Chinese 

producers/export
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7304296130,  7304296145, 

7304296160,  7304296175, 

7305202000,  7305204000, 

7305206000,  7305208000, 

7306291030,  7306291090, 

7306292000, 7306293100, 

7306294100,  7306296010, 

7306296050,  7306298110, 

7306298150,  7304390024, 

7304390028,  7304390032, 

7304390036,  7304390040, 

7304390044,  7304390048, 

7304390052,  7304390056, 

7304390062,  7304390068, 

7304390072,  7304390076, 

7304390080,  7304596000, 

7304598015,  7304598020, 

7304598025,  7304598030, 

7304598035,  7304598040, 

7304598045,  7304598050, 

7304598055,  7304598060, 

7304598065,  7304598070, 

7304598080 

ers was 

0~96.51%. The 

China-wide rate 

was 99.14%. 

2 June 17, 2009 

Prestresse

d Concrete 

Steel Wire 

Strand 

 

7312.10.3010 ,  7312.10.3012 

On July 10, 

2009, the ITC 

made its 

affirmative 

preliminary 

injury 

determination. 

On December 18, 

2009, the DOC 

made its 

preliminary 
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anti-dumping 

ruling. The 

dumping rate for 

responding 

Chinese 

producers/export

ers was 

37.72~151.44%. 

The China-wide 

rate was 

193.55%. 

3 June 19, 2009 
Steel 

Grating 

 

7308.90.7000 

On July 10, 

2009, the ITC 

made its 

affirmative 

preliminary 

injury 

determination. 

On December 29, 

2009, the DOC 

made its 

preliminary 

anti-dumping 

ruling. The 

dumping rate for 

responding 

Chinese 

producers/export

ers was 14.36%. 

The China-wide 

rate was 

145.18%. 

4 June 26, 2009 
Wire 

Decking 

9403908040,  721710, 721720, 

732620, 732690, 9403200020，

On July 20, 

2009, the ITC 
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9403200030 made its 

affirmative 

preliminary 

injury 

determination. 

On January 5, 

2010, the DOC 

made its 

preliminary 

anti-dumping 

ruling. The 

dumping rate for 

responding 

Chinese 

producers/export

ers was 

42.61~50.95%. 

The China-wide 

rate was 

289.00%. 

5 July 21, 2009 

Woven 

Electric 

Blankets 

6301.10.0000 

On August 13, 

2009, the ITC 

made its 

affirmative 

preliminary 

injury 

determination. 

6 July 30, 2009 

Narrow 

Woven 

Ribbons 

With 

Woven 

Selvedge 

 

5806321020; 5806321030; 

5806321050 ； 5806321060 ；

58063100; 58063220; 58063920; 

58063930; 58089000; 58109100; 

58109990; 59039010; 59039025; 

59070060; 59070080 ；

5806321080; 5810929080; 

On August 21, 

2009, the ITC 

made its 

affirmative 

preliminary 

injury 

determination. 
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5903903090; 6307909889  

7 August 19, 2009 

Magnesia 

Carbon 

Bricks 

 

6902101000,  6902105000, 

6815910000,  681599 

On September 

11, 2009, the ITC 

made its 

affirmative 

preliminary 

injury 

determination. 

8 October 7, 2009 

Seamless 

Carbon 

and Alloy 

Steel 

Standard, 

Line, and 

Pressure 

Pipe 

 

7304191020,  7304191030, 

7304191045,  7304191060, 

7304195020,  7304195050, 

7304316050,  7304390016, 

7304390020,  7304390024, 

7304390028,  7304390032, 

7304390036,  7304390040, 

7304390044,  7304390048, 

7304390052,  7304390056, 

7304390062,  7304390068, 

7304390072,  7304515005, 

7304515060,  730459600, 

7304598010,  7304598015, 

7304598020,  7304598025, 

7304598030, 7304598035, 

7304598040,  7304598045, 

7304598050,  7304598055, 

7304598060,  7304598065, 

7304598070 

On November 2, 

2009, the ITC 

made its 

affirmative 

preliminary 

injury 

determination. 

9 October 14, 2009 

Standard 

Steel 

Fasteners 

 

7318.15.2030, 7318.15.2055, 

7318.15.2065, 7318.15.8065, 

7318.15.8085,    7318.16.0085. 

On November 9, 

2009, the ITC 

made its negative 

preliminary 

injury 

determination. 

10 October 14, 2009 Coated 48101411, 4810141900, On November 
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Paper 4810142010, 4810142090, 

4810145000, 4810146000, 

48101470, 4810191100, 

4810191900, 4810192010, 

4810192090, 4810221000, 

48102250, 4810226000, 

48102270, 4810291000, 

4810295000, 4810296000, 

48102970 

17, 2009, the ITC 

made its 

affirmative 

preliminary 

injury 

determination. 

11 October 15, 2009 

Sodium 

and 

Potassium 

Phosphate 

Salts 

2835240000,  2835310000, 

2835391000 

On November 

17, 2009, the ITC 

made its 

affirmative 

preliminary 

injury 

determination. 

12 October 21, 2009 

Seamless 

Refined 

Copper 

Pipe and 

Tube 

 

74111010.30,  74111010.90 

On November 

13, 2009, the ITC 

made its 

affirmative 

preliminary 

injury 

determination. 

 

3.6.1.2 Countervailing Investigation 

Table 4: Countervailing Investigations against China Initiated in 2009 

No. 

Initiation 

Date of 

Investigation

Product 

the Harmonized Tariff Schedule 

of the United States (HTSUS) 

Subheading 

Progress of 

Investigation 

1 
April 29, 

2009 

Oil Country 

Tubular 

Goods 

7304291010,  7304291020, 

7304291030,  7304291040, 

7304291050,  7304291060, 

7304291080,  7304292010, 

7304292020,  7304292030, 

On November 24, 

2009, the DOC 

made its final 

ruling in the 

countervailing 
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7304292040,  7304292050, 

7304292060,  7304292080, 

7304293110,  7304293120, 

7304293130,  7304293140, 

7304293150,  7304293160, 

7304293180,  7304294110, 

7304294120,  7304294130, 

7304294140,  7304294150, 

7304294160,  7304294180, 

7304295015,  7304295030, 

7304295045,  7304295060, 

7304295075,  7304296115, 

7304296130,  7304296145, 

7304296160,  7304296175, 

7305202000,  7305204000, 

7305206000,  7305208000, 

7306291030,  7306291090, 

7306292000, 7306293100, 

7306294100,  7306296010, 

7306296050,  7306298110, 

7306298150,  7304390024, 

7304390028,  7304390032, 

7304390036,  7304390040, 

7304390044,  7304390048, 

7304390052,  7304390056, 

7304390062,  7304390068, 

7304390072,  7304390076, 

7304390080,  7304596000, 

7304598015,  7304598020, 

7304598025,  7304598030, 

7304598035,  7304598040, 

7304598045,  7304598050, 

7304598055,  7304598060, 

7304598065,  7304598070, 

investigations. The 

DOC determined 

that the responding 

Chinese 

producers/exporters 

had received 

subsidies at the 

rates of 10.36% to 

15.78%. All other 

exporters received 

the China-wide rate 

of 13.20 percent. 
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7304598080 

2 
June 17, 

2009 

Prestressed 

Concrete Steel 

Wire Strand 

 

7312.10.3010 ,  7312.10.3012 

On July 10, 2009, 

the ITC made its 

affirmative 

preliminary injury 

determination. 

On October 27, 

2009, the DOC 

made its 

preliminary ruling 

in the 

countervailing 

investigations. The 

DOC determined 

that the responding 

Chinese 

producers/exporters 

had received 

subsidies at the 

rates of 7.53% to 

12.06%. All other 

exporters received 

the China-wide rate 

of 9.80 percent. 

3 
June 19, 

2009 
Steel Grating 

 

7308.90.7000 

On July 10, 2009, 

the ITC made its 

affirmative 

preliminary injury 

determination. 

On October 27, 

2009, the DOC 

made its 

preliminary ruling 

in the 
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countervailing 

investigations. The 

DOC determined 

that the responding 

Chinese 

producers/exporters 

had received 

subsidies at the 

rates of 7.44%. All 

other exporters 

received the 

China-wide rate of 

7.44 percent. 

4 
June 26, 

2009 
Wire Decking

9403908040,  721710, 721720, 

732620, 732690, 9403200020，

9403200030 

On July 20, 2009, 

the ITC made its 

affirmative 

preliminary injury 

determination. 

On November 3, 

2009, the DOC 

made its 

preliminary ruling 

in the 

countervailing 

investigations. The 

DOC determined 

that the responding 

Chinese 

producers/exporters 

had received 

subsidies at the 

rates of 2.02% to 

437.73%. All other 

exporters received 
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the China-wide rate 

of 2.58 percent. 

5 July 30, 2009

Narrow 

Woven 

Ribbons With 

Woven 

Selvedge 

 

5806321020; 5806321030; 

5806321050 ； 5806321060 ；

58063100; 58063220; 58063920; 

58063930; 58089000; 58109100; 

58109990; 59039010; 59039025; 

59070060; 59070080 ；

5806321080; 5810929080; 

5903903090; 6307909889 

On August 21, 

2009, the ITC 

made its 

affirmative 

preliminary injury 

determination. 

On December 8, 

2009, the DOC 

made its 

preliminary ruling 

in the 

countervailing 

investigations. The 

DOC determined 

that the responding 

Chinese 

producers/exporters 

had received 

subsidies at the 

rates of 0.29% (de 

minimis) to 

118.68%. All other 

exporters received 

the China-wide rate 

of 59.49 percent. 

6 
August 19, 

2009 

Magnesia 

Carbon Bricks

6902101000,  

6902105000,6815910000,  

681599 

On September 11, 

2009, the ITC 

made its 

affirmative 

preliminary injury 

determination. 

On December 17, 
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2009, the DOC 

made its 

preliminary ruling 

in the 

countervailing 

investigations. 

Since the net 

countervailable 

subsidies be de 

minimis or zero, 

the DOC 

preliminarily 

determined that 

Chinese 

producers/exporters 

have not received 

countervailable 

subsidies. 

7 
October 7, 

2009 

Seamless 

Carbon and 

Alloy Steel 

Standard, 

Line, and 

Pressure Pipe 

 

7304191020,  7304191030, 

7304191045,  7304191060, 

7304195020,  7304195050, 

7304316050,  7304390016, 

7304390020,  7304390024, 

7304390028,  7304390032, 

7304390036,  7304390040, 

7304390044,  7304390048, 

7304390052,  7304390056, 

7304390062,  7304390068, 

7304390072,  7304515005, 

7304515060,  730459600, 

7304598010,  7304598015, 

7304598020,  7304598025, 

7304598030,  7304598035, 

7304598040,  7304598045, 

On November 2, 

2009, the ITC 

made its 

affirmative 

preliminary injury 

determination. 
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7304598050,  7304598055, 

7304598060,  7304598065, 

7304598070 

8 
October 14, 

2009 

Standard Steel 

Fasteners 

7318152030, 7318152055, 

7318152065, 7318158065, 

7318158085, 7318160085 

On November 9, 

2009, the ITC 

made its negative 

preliminary injury 

determination. 

9 
October 14, 

2009 
Coated Paper 

48101411, 4810141900, 

4810142010, 4810142090, 

4810145000, 4810146000, 

48101470, 4810191100, 

4810191900, 4810192010, 

4810192090, 4810221000, 

48102250, 4810226000, 

48102270, 4810291000, 

4810295000, 4810296000, 

48102970 

On November 17, 

2009, the ITC 

made its 

affirmative 

preliminary injury 

determination. 

10 
October 15, 

2009 

Sodium and 

Potassium 

Phosphate 

Salts 

2835240000,  2835310000, 

2835391000 

On November 17, 

2009, the ITC 

made its 

affirmative 

preliminary injury 

determination. 

 

3.6.1.3 Product-Specific Safeguard Measures 

Table 5: Product-Specific Safeguard Measures against China Initiated in 2009 

No. 

Initiation 

Date of 

Investigation

Product 

the Harmonized Tariff Schedule 

of the United States (HTSUS) 

Subheading 

Progress of 

Investigation 

1 
April 29, 

2009 

Passenger 

Vehicle and 

Light Truck 

Tires 

401110.10,  40111050, 

40112010,           40112050

On September 11, 

2009, the U.S. 

announced to apply 

product-specific 
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safeguard measures 

to Chinese tires. 

 The additional 

duty is set at 35 

percent ad valorem 

for the first year, 30 

percent ad valorem 

for the second year, 

and 25 percent ad 

valorem for the 

third year. 

 

3.6.2 Problems in Antidumping Investigations against Chinese Products 

 

3.6.2.1 Continued Refusal of China’s Market Economy Status 

Chinese exporters have long been plagued by China’s non-market economy (NME) status in US 

antidumping investigations against China. As a result, Chinese exporters have received unfair 

treatment in responding to antidumping investigations. At the 20th China-US Joint Commission 

on Commerce and Trade (JCCT), 2009, the US agreed to establish a joint working group to 

discuss whether or not to grant China a market economy status. China hopes that the US will be 

committed to the agreement reached at the JCCT, and will discuss this issue and resolve China’s 

NME status at the working group meeting to be held in mid 2010 in Washington.  

 

3.6.2.2 Market-Oriented Industry (MOI) and Surrogate Country 

According to relevant US laws, in antidumping investigations, if the responding company from 

non-market economy proves that its industry meets three standards of the market-oriented 

industry (MOI)—namely for the merchandise under investigation or review, there must be 

virtually no government involvement in setting prices or amounts to be produced; the industry 

producing the merchandise under investigation or review should be characterized by private or 

collective ownership; market-determined prices must be paid for all significant inputs and for all 

the inputs accounting for the total value of the merchandise under investigation or review—the 

DOC can adopt the data of product cost provided by the responding company or its industry rather 

than adopting a Surrogate Country approach when calculating its production cost and dumping 

margin. In practice, the DOC has not only abused its discretion to impose over-stringent standards, 

but also failed to specify the requirements for application procedures and qualifying entities. 
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Therefore, no clear guidance is given to responding enterprises. Such conduct of the US is in 

violation of the provisions set forth in Paragraph 15 of China’s WTO Accession Protocol. The 

DOC has refused to grant MOI status to Chinese companies under various pretexts. So far, no 

Chinese respondent has yet won the MOI status and the MOI regulations have existed in name 

only.  

 

To NME countries, the DOC usually determines the normal value and dumping margins by 

surrogate country approach. This regulation gives the DOC great discretion. Disregarding the 

nature of industry involved, in its practice, the US usually selects India and Indonesia as 

candidates for surrogate countries. India is often a favorite choice due to easy access to 

information in India. As a result, on many occasions the dumping margins of Chinese enterprises 

were widened. 

 

3.6.2.3 Separate Rates Policy 

In antidumping investigations against NME countries, the DOC imposes a single antidumping 

duty on all exporters involved. However, an exporter is entitled to a separate rate if it is able to 

demonstrate that it meets certain requirements. The DOC will assign an individually calculated 

rate to the exporter on the basis of its exporting price, or a rate based upon the weighted average of 

the rates of the investigated companies. This separate rates policy of the DOC in its antidumping 

proceedings is inconsistent with Article 6.10 of the Antidumping Agreements of the WTO, and 

exceeds the scope provided for in Annotation 2, Paragraph 1, Article 6 of Appendix 1of GATT 

1994 and Paragraph 15 of Protocol on the Accession of the People’s Republic of China, imposing 

double discrimination towards Chinese enterprises and has impaired China’s interests under the 

framework of the WTO agreements. Since April, 2009, the US has introduced a new separate rates 

policy, which presents a series of technical problems, such as imposing unjustifiable burden of 

proof on exporters, setting an unduly strict time limit, and imposing requirement against the 

practical situations of China, thus greatly raising the threshold for Chinese enterprises to obtain 

separate rates. 

 

3.6.2.4 Cumulation of Imports for the purposes of Determining Material Injury 

Under Section 1677 (7) (G) of the United States Code, the ITC shall cumulatively assess the 

volume and effect of imports of the subject merchandise from all countries, if such imports 

compete with each other and with domestic like products in the United States market. However, 
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according to the provisions of Article 3.3 in the Antidumping Agreement of the WTO, where 

imports of a product from more than one country are simultaneously subject to anti-dumping 

investigations, the investigating authorities may cumulatively assess the effects of such imports 

only if it is determined that the margin of dumping established in relation to the imports from each 

country is more than de minimis and the volume of imports from each country is not negligible 

and a cumulative assessment of the effects of the imports is appropriate in light of the conditions 

of competition between the imported products and the conditions of competition between the 

imported products and the like domestic product. The standards set by the United States are 

obviously lower than those by the WTO. Therefore, the chances for investigating authorities to 

make an affirmative industrial injury ruling are raised. 

 

3.6.2.5 Zeroing 

According to the Tariff Act of 1930 (as amended), the DOC uses the zeroing methodology for 

calculating dumping margins. Several WTO members, including Japan, EU, and Brazil, have 

brought the zeroing methodology of the US to the WTO Dispute Settlement Mechanism. The 

WTO Appellate Body has clearly expressed its opposition to the use of zeroing, whether in 

original investigations, or periodic reviews, new shipper reviews and sunset reviews. The US has 

refused to abide by the ruling of the WTO Dispute Settlement Body (DSB). Instead it has not only 

continued to use this methodology in antidumping investigations, but also attempted to legalize 

this practice by including it in multilateral rules in the Doha Round negotiations. China strongly 

opposes this practice and hopes that the US will fully abolish zeroing as soon as possible to bring 

it consistent with its obligations specified in relevant WTO agreements. 

 

3.6.2.6 Increased Burden due to Irrational Double Deposit Requirement 

Under rules of the Bond Directive 99-3510-004 of US Customs, importers of merchandise subject 

to antidumping or countervailing duty cases are obliged to pay continuous bond as a general 

guarantee, and the minimum amounts are established at 10 percent of the duties, taxes and fees 

paid for the product concerned by the importer during the previous year. The US CBP made 

amendments to this Directive on July 9, 2004 by considerably raising the amount of bonds. Under 

the new rules, for importers of specific products subject to antidumping or countervailing cases, 

the continuous bond amount they have to pay are the DOC rate at Order multiplied by value of 

imports of merchandise subject to the case by the importer during the previous year. If, at any time 

after the DOC issues a preliminary affirmative determination, the CBP detects sudden changes in 

the declared values, claimed country of origin, or declared classification, the CBP will increase the 
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importers’ continuous bond by using the following formula: DOC deposit rate in effect on date of 

entry x the value of imports of merchandise subject to the case by the importer during the previous 

year. The continuous bonds for new shippers are calculated in accordance with the following 

formula: the product of DOC deposit rate in effect on date of entry x estimated annual import 

value of the goods subject to the case. The CBP may adjust the rates used in the formulas set forth 

above to calculate different bond amounts as circumstances warrant, ensuring the collection of 

sufficient antidumping and countervailing duties.  

 

At present, this rule is applied only to agricultural or aqua cultural products subject to antidumping 

and countervailing cases. 

 

Since anti-dumping rates tend to be higher for agricultural and aqua cultural products, this 

amendment has greatly increased the continuous bond. Importers have to maintain the continuous 

bonds until the final determination of antidumping duties for affected products, a process that may 

take years in practice, and have to pay cash deposit equal to estimated dumping duties and 

dumping margins. Such dual deposits have raised the cost of agricultural and aqua cultural imports 

to an extremely high level. China holds that the collection of such continuous bonds is not in line 

with the WTO rules governing provincial measures and imposition of antidumping duties.   

 

3.6.3 Problems in Countervailing/ Antidumping Investigations against Chinese Products 

3.6.3.1 Dual Calculation Caused by Applying Countervailing Duty Laws to NON-Market 

Economies 

As a rule, the DOC does not apply countervailing duty (CVD) laws to NME countries. In 2007, 

the DOC announced its decision to apply CVD laws against coated free sheet paper from China. 

The US DOC, while refusing to grant Market Economy status to China, has initiated its CVD 

investigations against Chinese products and taken countervailing measures, which is inconsistent 

with its long-standing practices. On the one hand, in anti-dumping investigations against China, 

the US insists on treating China as a non-market economy and adopts discriminatory “surrogate 

country” method. On the other hand, holding that China’s development in recent years has made 

its economy different from NME features, the US calculates subsidy and applies CVD law to 

Chinese products. The use of dual standards by the U.S. in its efforts to protect its domestic 

industries has caused dual calculation and double discrimination against Chinese products. The 

practice of the US DOC is not in conformity with the relevant rules under the World Trade 
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Organization, nor with its own domestic laws, and has constituted unfair treatment to Chinese 

enterprises and impaired their legitimate interests. In September, 2009, in the case against the 

DOC filed by Hebei Starbright Tire Co., Ltd, the United States Court of International Trade ruled 

that the imposition of the DOC on products from China might cause double counting when DOC 

uses surrogate country approach for non-market economies to determine and impose antidumping 

duties and impose countervailing duties at the same time. The US court asked the DOC to revise 

the ruling and submit it to the Court for review within 90 days. It ruled that the DOC “either scrap 

the CVD or amend its methodologies and procedures of levying AD and CVD on merchandise 

from non-market economies.” China welcomes the decision of the Court. China will pay close 

attention to the progress of the case, and fully support Chinese enterprises to secure fair treatment 

by judicial procedures. In the meanwhile, China also urges the DOC to act up to the ruling by the 

court, correcting its erroneous practice of conducting countervailing investigation against Chinese 

products.   

 

3.6.3.2 Low Evidentiary Standards Required of Petitioners and Burden of Proof Unfairly 

Placed on the Respondent 

At present, the US investigation authorities impose quite low evidentiary standards on petitioners, 

and require Chinese enterprises to prove the petition is not based on simple assertion. Inconsistent 

with Article 11.2 of the Agreement on Subsidy and Countervailing Measures (hereinafter referred 

to as the SCM agreement), such practice results in an extremely unfair distribution of burden of 

proof between the two sides, and has caused and will continue to cause indiscriminate petitions 

from the US industry. 

 

3.6.3.3 Disregarding Evidence Provided by Chinese Enterprises, Incorrectly Using External 

Benchmark to Determine Subsidies, and Imposing High CVD 

In countervailing investigations against Chinese products, the US investigation authorities refuse 

to use domestic prices of land, raw material, water and energy in China, and instead use external 

benchmark under the pretext of distortion of the Chinese market, in total disregard of abundant 

factual evidences provided by Chinese enterprises and the fact that major factors of production are 

priced on market basis. When determining the prices of raw material, the US refuses to use as the 

price benchmark the prices that China paid to import raw material from market economy countries. 

Given the fact that prices of land and water and interest rates differ greatly across the world (even 

among countries at similar level of economic development), there is no objective and reliable 

price benchmark. The US’ practice leads to excessively high rates in CVD cases against China. 
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On November 24, 2009, the US DOC announced its final ruling in the antidumping/countervailing 

investigations on imports of certain oil country tubular goods (OCTG) from China. The DOC 

determined that Chinese producers/exporters of OCTG have received net countervailable subsidies 

ranging from 10.36 to 15.78 percent. The US continues the discriminatory practice in its 

preliminary ruling in the countervailing investigations on this case, which is well manifested in 

two ways. First, in disregard of objective facts, subsidies are determined as existing for all round 

steels purchased by Chinese enterprises to manufacture oil country tubular goods (OCTG). Second, 

regardless of China’s enormous achievements in market economy construction, the DOC wrongly 

maintained that the Chinese government had distorted the domestic price of round steels by 

intervening in the supply and demand market of round steels, refused to take into account 

information on domestic market price provided by Chinese government and enterprises, insisted 

upon applying external benchmark, and artificially raised the margin of dumping. The wrong 

practices by the US in subsidy determination and calculation have severely impaired the interests 

of Chinese enterprises. It is unacceptable to the Chinese government and Chinese industries. 

These wrong practices have been ruled as improper in some other cases by the US courts. China 

urges the US to face up to the fact, and take effective measures to correct these wrong doings.  

 

3.6.3.4 Arbitrarily Setting the Retroactive Period for CVD Investigation, thus Increasing the 

Burden on Respondents 

Among all the countervailing investigation cases launched against China so far, some of their 

investigation period is retroactive to 2005, some to 2001 and even some to the early 1990s when 

China underwent economic transition. The chaotic and arbitrary practice of the US is irrational, 

and the need for a large amount of outdated information adds to the burden of Chinese 

respondents. 

 

3.6.3.5 Chosen Compulsory Responding Enterprises are Unrepresentative, thus causing an 

Uncertainty in Determining the Final Duty Rates 

The SCM Agreement of the WTO requires investigating authorities to choose representative 

respondents. However, in many recent cases, the DOC merely selected one or two compulsory 

responding enterprises whose export volume only accounted for 30% or so. Those enterprises 

were unable to represent the whole industry in China. On the one hand, such practice will lead to 

the result that major enterprises with large export volumes could not get separate rates; on the 

other hand, the small number of compulsory responding enterprises will cause uncertainty in 

determining the final rates and unfairness to other enterprises involved. 
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3.6.3.6 Arbitrarily Adding Investigation Items, Depriving Opportunities for Consultation 

and Placing an Increasing Burden on the Respondents 

The US investigation authorities allow petitioners to submit new items for investigation after the 

case is established, and the threshold of initiating new investigation items is unduly low. Chinese 

enterprises are deprived of the opportunities for full consultation before the establishment of 

investigation, as evidenced in the case against welded stainless steel pressure pipe and light-walled 

rectangular pipe and tube from China. This is in violations of Article 13.1 of the SCM agreement, 

since Chinese enterprises are not able to clarify and plea concerning the new items in the 

consulting phase before the case is established Besides, in the new investigation items, the time 

for Chinese enterprises to fill out a questionnaire is shortened from 37 to 15 or so days. Thus it is 

excessively unfair to Chinese enterprises because it increases the burden on them and seriously 

affects the effect of their defense. 

 

3.6.4 Problems in Product-Specific Safeguard Measures against China 

Section 421 of the U.S. Trade Act of 1974 (the 421 Section) has set forth provisions governing the 

general procedures and entities to enforce the specific safeguard measures (Special Safeguard 

Measures) against products from China. China maintains that Paragraph 16 in the Protocol on the 

Accession of the People's Republic of China makes no concrete commitments concerning the 

entities and procedural rules for the investigation and implementation of the Special Safeguard 

Measures; nor does Section 421 provide any specific rules on some important terms and 

procedures of the Special Safeguard Measures. It is noteworthy to point out that Section 421 is in 

many ways in violation of the relevant rules of the WTO, such as the definition of the term 

“significant cause”, the judgment for how “rapid” and what constitutes an “increase” in the term 

“increasing rapidly”, the definition of the term “other relevant causes”, and the definition of the 

term “like or directly competitive article”. 

 

On September 11, 2009, the US government announced its decision to take the Special Safeguard 

Measures against Chinese-made tires. This decision is not based on facts and fails to meet key 

conditions required by the law in the following aspects: 

 

① There has been no significant increase of tires exported from China to the US since 2007, with 

an year-on-year rise of just 2.2% in 2008, and even a drop of 16% for the first half of 2009 

compared with the same period of 2008. 
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② The concerned Chinese products are mainly supplied in the maintenance, repair and overhaul 

(MRO) market, while the US-made tires are in the Original Equipment (OE) market and 

replacement (RT) market. There is no direct competitive relationship in between. 

 

③ There has been no significant change for the US tire industry after Chinese products entered the 

US market. Even when the Chinese tire export reached its peak in 2007, their US counterparts 

suffered little in terms of their profitability. 

 

④ Some US domestic tire factories and manufacturing facilities were shut off or suspended from 

operation as a result of their endeavor for structural adjustment to upscale to high-end markets. 

Thus it has nothing to do with imports from China. Even if the US stops importing China-made 

tires, it will still have to import from other countries. 

 

The Chinese government is highly concerned with the special safeguard case against its tires. 

Since the application of the measures by the U.S., the Chinese government has conducted 

multi-level talks and consultations with the American government and the relevant industry, and 

has displayed and exercised great sincerity and flexibility with a view to settling the issue properly. 

However, regardless of plain facts and the enormous efforts made by China, the US insisted on 

taking such a protectionist measure. China strongly disapproves and opposes this act. China will 

resort to all measures given by its legitimate rights, including filing a case with the World Trade 

Organization, to secure a fair treatment for Chinese enterprises.  

 

3.7 Government Procurement 

There is a broad legal basis for the US federal government procurement, including the Buy 

American Act of 1933, the Federal Property and Administrative Services Act of 1949, the 

Competition in Contracting Act of 1984, the Small Business Act of 1985, and the Federal 

Acquisition Streamlining Act of 1994. The Buy American Act of 1933 is an important law 

governing the US government procurement. It requires government agencies to purchase domestic 

end-products and service, whose nature shall be established in accordance with a two-part test: (a) 

that the article is manufactured in the United States, and (b) that the cost of domestic components 

exceeds 50% of the cost of all the components. In the meanwhile, the Act provides several 
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exceptions, for example purchasing domestic products is inconsistent with public interest; A 

domestic preference is considered to be “unreasonable” when the cost of foreign products, 

inclusive of import duty and a 6% added margin, is below the lowest domestic offer; or the good 

needed are not manufactured in the US. After the US became a party to the WTO Agreement on 

Government Procurement (GPA), GPA 1979, to a certain degree, limits the discriminatory 

treatment of the Buy American Act. GPA authorizes the US president to apply the Buy American 

Act under two circumstances: (a) countries that are already parties to GPA 1994, (b) countries that 

extend certain reciprocal purchase to American products and suppliers. 

 

Besides, there are similar regulations as Buy American in annual budget appropriations acts of 

various agencies at the federal level, in the Rail Passenger Service Act, and in state-level 

government procurements such as the California State. The National Defense Authorization Act 

for Fiscal Year 2006 amends the Berry Amendment, and requires the Department of Defense 

(DOD) to give preference in procurement to solely domestically produced, manufactured or home 

grown products, namely food, specialty metals, clothing and fabrics of 9 general types. On 

February 17, 2009, President Obama signed the US$787 billion economic stimulus package, 

which contains the "Buy American" provisions prohibiting the purchase of foreign iron, steel and 

manufactured goods for any stimulus-funded infrastructure project, unless: 

1. the US is unable to produce the quantity and meet the quality; 

2. the purchase of such American products will cost over 25% more than that of foreign 

products; 

3. the purchase of such American products is against the public interests; 

The provision also sets forth that the purchase of domestic products should not violate the US 

commitments under the International Agreements, namely, NAFTA and WTO’s Government 

Procurement Agreement, according to which, members of NAFTA (Canada and Mexico), and 

members of the WTO’s Government Procurement Agreement such as EU, Japan, South Korea, 

Hong Kong are entitled to the right of immunity. 

 

China expresses its deep concern over these practices of the US. China opposes trade 

protectionism in any form and advocates solving disputes in international trade through 

cooperation and consultation. 

 

3.8 Export Restrictions 
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Government agencies such as the DOC and the State Department exercise control over the export 

and re-export of US-origin products or technologies through such means as designated export 

control lists and export licensing. Such an export control regime has the following problems: 

First, the involvement of several departments in export control has led to conflicts among the 

Department of Commerce, the State Department and other agencies over the boundary of authority 

for the control of certain products, and has lowered working efficiency and increased uncertainty 

and time for the application. 

 

Second, the export control list has too wide coverage, including many technologies not used for 

military ends or technologies obtainable from other countries. 

 

Third, to obtain a license is time-consuming and has to meet many requirements. The average time 

needed for the State Department to handle an application is prolonged from 13 days in 2003 to 26 

days in 2006. Pending applications unprocessed in 2006 reached 10,000. It usually takes three 

months to half a year and sometimes even 18 months to obtain a license for exports to China, 

much more lengthy than in other countries, such as Germany and Japan, where 2 or 3 weeks to a 

month is enough. Besides, in the process of obtaining an export license, reviews will be carried 

out by the US concerned authorities whenever necessary, and additional clauses on end-user are 

attached in commercial contracts. Also, it is hard to predict whether a business will succeed in 

obtaining the license. These have increased the amount of uncertainty for businesses. 

 

In addition to the export licensing requirement, the U.S. also applies a unique system of its own to 

projects involving foreign nationals and technologies subject to control: deemed re-export. 

Projects of such nature must obtain approval from DOC to allow the participation of foreign 

nationals from certain countries. The application usually takes half a year. 

 

On June 19, 2007, the US took the first effort to establish clearly, in the form of regulations, its 

principle of exercising “overall control” on products for both military and civil uses, whose 

purpose is to exercise strict controls on exports of sensitive dual-use items to China for military 

use. The stipulation of Expansion of End-user Statement Requirement for China will widen the 

range of the end-user verification visits requested from the US, incurring more difficulties for 

certain Chinese projects. The Authorization Validated End-User (VEU) system has stringent 
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conditions, onerous requirements and complicated procedures, and may cause differential 

treatment to domestic enterprises of varied nature. Moreover, since this system entails a large 

amount of paperwork, it is hardly feasible to implement as both MOFCOM and the DOC are 

understaffed to handle these documents. The introduction of the rule has increased cost and 

uncertainty for the civil hi-tech trade, and would consequently discourage cooperation in civil high 

technologies between the business communities of the two countries. Though the US and China 

reached an agreement in 2009 to exchange letters on VEU program, the US has not amended the 

applied condition, and the final effect is still unclear. 

 

The US government often uses “proliferation of arms” as the justification to impose sanctions on 

foreign companies, particularly Chinese companies, pursuant to its domestic laws. Nearly all those 

sanctions were determined and imposed based on the so-called “intelligence” and on the pretext of 

non-proliferation. Companies having links with the Chinese military are the main target of US 

control and sanctions. China believes that the Chinese government has consistently pursued a 

responsible and committed attitude towards the prevention of the proliferation of massive 

destruction weapons, strongly opposed proliferation in any form, and forbidden any company or 

individual from engaging in proliferation activities. It is unjustifiable for the US government to 

impose sanctions on Chinese companies by invoking its domestic laws without any solid evidence. 

By doing so, the US is hindering its cooperation with China in anti- proliferation endeavor. 

 

3.9 Subsidies 

The US has long been supplying a huge subsidy to its domestic agricultural sector. The Food, 

Conservation and Energy Act of 2008 (the 2008 Farm Bill), which was passed on June 18, 2008, is 

another important legal document and basis for US agricultural subsidy. The 2008 Farm Bill 

covers most of the federal agricultural programs and relevant plans in fiscal years from 2008 to 

2012, and will provide US$290 billion in total. The 2008 Farm Bill covers commodities, 

commodity futures, conservation, credit, energy, crop insurance, forestry, horticulture and organic 

agriculture, livestock, nutrition, rural development, etc. 

 

According to the 2008 Farm Bill, direct payment, counter-cyclical payment, marketing loan 

assistance program and Average Crop Revenue Election (ACRE) are the major means of domestic 

support, with ACRE newly added in the bill. In addition, the bill has removed the “Export 

Enhancement Program”, but continued to use export subsidy programs such as “Dairy Support” 
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and “Export Credit Guarantee”. 

 

Under the 2008 Farm Bill, payment acres for direct payments are reduced from 85% to 83.3% of 

base acres. In terms of counter-cyclical payments, the 2008 Farm Bill provides that beginning with 

crop year 2009, counter-cyclical payments will be made available also to certain bean products 

(including dry peas, lentils, small chickpeas, and large chickpeas). Producers of covered 

commodities who enroll in ACRE are entitled to receive government subsidy when their incomes 

are below the legal level, but they have to give up counter-cyclical payments. The direct support 

available to producers who enroll in ACRE will be cut by 20%, and the loan rate used to calculate 

their marketing loans in the Marketing Loan Assistance Program will be lowered by 30%. In terms 

of Marketing Loan Assistance, the 2008 Farm Bill has not only extended the covered commodities 

to include large chickpeas, but also introduced the Upland Cotton Economic Adjustment 

Assistance which will provide economic aid equal to 4 cents/lb from August 1, 2008 through July 

31, 2012. In addition, the bill has also repealed the Intermediate Export Credit Guarantee Program 

(GSM-103) and the Supplier Credit Guarantee Program (SCGP), and amended the funding levels 

for Export Credit Guarantee Program (GSM-102), stipulating that the funding levels for GSM-102 

will be no more than US$5.5 billion for each fiscal year, or the amount of credit guarantees 

available using budget authority is no more than $40,000,000 for each fiscal year for the costs of 

the credit guarantees. 

 

On October 21, 2009, the US president approved the Agricultural, Rural Development, Food and 

Drug Administration, and Related Agencies Appropriations Act of 2010 (the 2010 Agricultural Act) 

with a total amount of US$ 121.13 billion, covering a wide range of areas such as agricultural 

research, food safety, rural housing assistance and maintenance programs, and a financial aid of 

total US$ 350 million to dairy producers, which includes a US$ 60 million procurement program 

of cheese and cheese products. In the hope of aiding low-income farmers and dairy producers, the 

US Department of Agriculture (DOA) announced on December 18, 2009 that, pursuant to the 

2010 Agricultural Appropriations Act which authorized US$ 60 million for the purchase of cheese 

and cheese products, it is accelerating the implementation of the procurement programs.  

 

In the case filed by Brazil against US upland cotton, the WTO Dispute Settlement Mechanism has 

determined that marketing loans, counter cyclical payments and export credit guarantee provided 

by the US had violated several of its committed obligations under the Agreement on Agriculture 
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and SCM Agreement. The 2008 Farm Bill and the new 2010 Agricultural Appropriations Act show 

that there is no fundamental change to the huge agricultural subsidies prevailing in the US. It has 

also proved that the US has not implemented the decision and suggestion of the WTO. China has 

always believed that the progress of the Doha Round negotiation is based on the “efficient 

reduction” in domestic support offered by developed countries such as the US. In terms of the 

scope of reduction, China believes that no matter how much the ultimate reduction is, substantial 

reduction must be made by cutting subsidies to a level lower than the current available, not just 

skim on the surface. But neither the 2008 Farm Bill nor the 2010 Agricultural Appropriations Act 

has made any substantial adjustment to the scope of subsidy, which combined will provide 

hundreds of billions’ worth of subsidies. This will only further distort the world trade of 

agricultural products and farming productivity, and worsen the current deadlocked agricultural 

negotiation of the Doha Round. 

 

3.9.2 Other Subsidies 

On February 17, 2009, President Obama signed a US$787 billion economic stimulus package, the 

American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009 (ARRA). The ARRA provides many subsidies 

to individuals and enterprises, which include tax incentives of US$ 22 billion and direct 

investments of US$ 72 billion, covering the research and production of renewable resources, smart 

grid/transmission technology, energy efficiency programs, eco-friendly auto manufacturing, and 

vocational training on environment protection. Listed as follows are several measures which may 

incur subsidization:  

 

Work Opportunity tax credit. The Small Business Job Protection Act of 1996 authorizes the 

Department of Labor to establish Work opportunity credit (WOTC), by which each new hire 

qualifies the employer for a tax credit of up to $2,400 if the employee falls into one of 9 targeted 

groups. The ARRA also broadens the target groups that qualify for the WOTC, which includes 

unemployed veterans and disconnected youth.  

 

Net Operating Loss Carryback. The ARRA enables a small business, which has no greater than an 

average of $15 million in gross receipts, to extend the expiry date of the net operating loss (NOL) 

carryback from two years up to five prior years.. The ARRA also allows a 75% exclusion, up from 

the original 50%, for individuals on the capital gain from the sale of certain small business stock. 

Besides, business debt repurchased for an amount less than its adjusted issue price by the small 
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businesses can be recognized as cancellation of debt income (CODI) ,  and small businesses can 

defer tax on CODI for the first four or five years and recognize this income ratably over the 

following five taxable years. 

 

Advanced Energy Manufacturing Tax Credit. The ARRA authorizes the Department of Treasury to 

provide a 30% credit, with a total amount of tax credit of US$ 2.3 billion, for qualified 

investments in advanced energy projects, to support new, expanded, or re-equipped domestic 

manufacturing facilities The Department of Energy (DOE) and the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) 

will review and make determinations on the eligibility and merit of MTC applications. Applicants 

will receive tax credits based on the expected commercial viability of their project and the ranking 

of their project relative to other projects. Rankings based on: expected job creation, reduction of 

air pollutants and greenhouse gas emissions, technological innovation, and ability to have the 

project up and running quickly. Preliminary applications are due to DOE from September 16, 2009,  

to October 16, 2009. By January 15, 2010, IRS will certify or reject applications, and notify the 

certified projects with the approved amount of their tax credit. Projects must be completed within 

4 years of their tax credit acceptance. On January 8, 2010, President Obama unveiled a program 

that covers a variety of clean energy areas including smart grid, solar energy, wind energy, and the 

technology of energy efficiency management. The program is to be a boon to 183 projects in 43 

states. 

 

China is now closely watching the progress of these programs and studying if the implementation 

of the programs is consistent with the related WTO obligations of the U.S. 

 

3.10 Barriers to Trade in Services 

 

3.10.1 Media Services 

According to relevant communications laws in the U.S., to provide common wireless carrier 

services in the U.S. must obtain an authorization. In practice, licenses to service carriers are 

increasingly granted by county or municipal agencies. Licensing tends to become an obstacle 

preventing foreign investors from entering related service markets in the U.S., since to obtain such 

a licensing usually costs a lot of time and money to negotiate with various government authorities. 

Therefore, in the new licensing regulations issued in 2006 and 2007, rules have been established 

on the time to be spent on negotiations and various taxes and charges to be imposed by local 
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governments. In addition, restrictions have been placed on foreign ownership of common wireless 

carriers. If a carrier is owned by a foreign government or its representative, or a foreign 

government or its representative has more than 20% ownership, the carrier is not allowed to 

provide common wireless carrier services in the U.S. 

 

3.10.2 Professional and Business Services 

Independent and different systems are applied to the administration and licensing of professionals 

among the states in the U.S. Furthermore, no unified system automatically recognizing state 

licensing is available. The absence of a unified national system to regulate professional services 

has resulted in different levels of market access for professional services among the states.  

 

It is stipulated in most states that accountants who have obtained Certified Public Accountant 

(CPA) are entitled to offer public certification advice on financial reports. However, the 

certification of CPA must also be consistent with the internal requirements in the states of Arizona, 

Kansas, North Carolina and Wyoming. Besides, some states still adopt the certificate of Public 

Accountant (PA), but such a system is being phased out. 

 

In accordance with U.S. Schedule of Specific Commitments on Services in Trade under the WTO, 

only natural person is allowed to provide legal services inside the U.S. Foreign law offices can 

have access to the service market by setting up a subsidiary company, which enjoys the same 

rights as its U.S. counterparts, including the employment of U.S. lawyers.   

 

A foreign architect must comply with many requirements in terms of education, training and 

examination if he wishes to be a registered architect under the U.S. system. On receiving an 

application from a foreign architect, the National Council of Architectural Registration Boards 

(NCARB) shall confer related certificates to the applicant meeting the requirements above. 

NCARB has improved the flexibility of certifying foreign architects by signing international 

agreements, and China has also signed the agreement with NCARB. Nevertheless, architects in the 

United States are licensed at the state level, with each state's registration board overseeing that 

state's licensing regulations. There is no uniform national licensing. Any NCARB certification 

holder cannot provide architectural service before registering in the state registration board. 

Additionally, registration standards vary from state to state. Registered architects cannot move 
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smoothly among the states and the acquired registration qualification is only valid inside the 

issuing state. Such a system makes it difficult for architects to move freely among different states, 

posing a substantive obstacle to foreign service providers. 

 

In the area of project services and integrated project services, the U.S. has made commitments on 

market access. As to engineer licensing, however, citizenship is required in the District of 

Columbia, while state residence is needed in another 12 states. Moreover, the registration and 

licensing of engineers also follow different systems among states; based on different standards, 

with no automatic recognition of other state’s licensing. Such practices have seriously affected the 

free movement of engineers among states. 

 

3.10.3 Satellite Services  

In accordance with “DISCO II Order”, which took effect in 1997, foreign investors are allowed to 

provide services through their satellites in the U.S under certain conditions. According to the 

Order, foreign investors can apply for an earth station receiving foreign satellite signals or file for 

a ruling allowing a foreign satellite to provide services to American consumers. If foeign satellites 

are operated through the traditional C-band or Ku-band, they can apply to joint the permitted 

space station list. Satellites on the list can be linked with any approved earth station receiver as 

long as they are operated through specific band and meet the technical standards of the Federal 

Communications Commission. By the end of 2009, 35 foreign satellites have been included into 

the list.   

 

If meeting such laws and regulations as the Arms Export Control Act (AECA) and the 

International Traffic of Arms Regulations (ITAR), foreign countries are permitted to provide 

commercial satellite launching services for the U.S. However, China has long been forbidden to 

launch American commercial satellites or those made by the U.S. for other countries on the 

pretext of national security. Such a practice forbidding satellites to be transported to China for 

launch is unjustifiable.    

 

3.10.4 Financial Services 

In banking services, foreign banks are granted national treatment, but in certain aspects there still 

exist restriction and differential treatment. Foreign-owned banks are required to establish an 

insured banking subsidiary to accept or maintain domestic retail deposits of less than US$100,000. 

Branches of foreign banks generally cannot benefit from federal deposit insurance, but are subject 
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to an "asset pledge requirement" which may vary between the federal government and different 

states. The Riegle-Neal Interstate Banking and Branching Act (RNIBBA) of 1994 allows interstate 

branching by merger or by de novo establishment of branches.  But the merged bank may not 

control more than 10% of the total deposits of insured depository institutions in the United States. 

Credit union, savings bank, home loan or thrift business may not be provided through branches of 

corporations organized under a foreign country's law. Foreign banks cannot be members of the 

Federal Reserve System. In many states, there are different kinds of restrictions for the 

establishment of commercial banks by foreign investors. All these policies have affected China’s 

banking institutions to set up branches and develop business activities in the US. 

 

In the area of insurance services, the U.S. requires foreign investors to provide 100% 

collateral to qualify for the provision of re-insurance. Insurance companies, agents, and 

brokers must be licensed under the law of the state, and are authorized to offer insurance 

services only in the state where they are licensed. The requirements for licensing vary from 

state to state. The National Association of Insurance Commissioners (NAIC) has submitted 

to the Congress the Reinsurance Regulatory Modernization Act of 2009. The legislation would 

create two new classes of re-insurers in the U.S.: National Re-insurers (U.S.) and Port of 

Entry Re-insurers (non-U.S.). In order to transact reinsurance business in the U.S., National 

Re-insurers would be licensed through a single Home State, while Port of Entry re-insurers 

would be certified through a single Port of Entry State. Under the act, a re-insurer is 

assigned one of five ratings, with corresponding collateral required respectively at 0%, 10%, 

20%, 75% and 100%. Port of Entry Re-insurers must provide collateral corresponding to 

their ratings, while for national re-insurers, only those rated in the Secure- 4 tier and 

Vulnerable- 5 tier are required to post 75% and 100% collateral respectively.   Although it 

continues to deny foreign investors national treatment in the re-insurance market, the Act, if 

passed and singed into law, will lower the threshold for foreign capital to enter the US 

re-insurance market.  

 

In securities services, the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002 introduced regulatory changes to 

reinforce the supervision of the securities industry, and a number of reforms to enhance 

corporate responsibility, enhance financial disclosures, and combat corporate and 

accounting fraud. Undoubtedly, these measures present higher requirements for Chinese 

enterprises in terms of market access and censorship. 
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3.10.5 Transport Services 

In the area of transport services, U.S. airlines must be under actual control of U.S. citizens. 

U.S. citizens must hold at least 75% of the voting interest. In addition, the president and at 

least two thirds of the board of directors and other managing officers must be U.S. citizens. 

Domestic air services can be provided only by U.S. carriers. But foreign air carriers are 

allowed to provide aircraft with crew to U.S. carriers. In general, the Fly America Act 

requires that whenever there is government-financed transportation of passengers and cargo, 

it must take place on U.S.-flag air carriers. This restriction may be waived when the United 

States enters into bilateral or multilateral agreements and allows the provision of such 

services by foreign air carriers. 

 

In the area of shipping services, the U.S. market is basically open, but there are certain 

restrictions on foreign investors. The Merchant Marine Act of 1920 requires that the US 

domestic cargo service is reserved for ships that are registered and built in the United States 

and owned by a U.S. corporation, and on which 75% of the employees are U.S. citizens. 

Under the Passenger Vessel Services Act of 1886, domestic passenger services are subject to 

similar requirements. Under the Shipping Act of 1984, the Federal Maritime Commission 

(FMC) exercises special regulatory oversight on ocean common carriers operating in 

U.S.-foreign trade that are owned or controlled by foreign governments. All items procured 

for or owned by U.S. military departments and all government-generated cargoes are to be 

carried exclusively on U.S.-flag vessels. The Immigration and Nationality Act of 1952 

prohibits non-U.S.-national crewmembers from performing longshore work in the United 

States, but provides a reciprocity exception. In addition, the Jones Act stipulates that only 

U.S. shipbuilders may supply ships on domestic routes. There are no restrictions on foreign 

investment in U.S. shipyards or ship-repair facilities, but benefits under certain programmes 

may be contingent upon nationality requirements. 

 

3.11 Irrational Measures for Intellectual Property Rights Protection 

 

3.11.1 Intellectual Property Rights Protection System 

The U.S. is the only country in the world which adopts the “first-to-invent” system, which means 

that a patent shall be awarded to the first author of the invention regardless of the filing date when 

more than two applicants file for a patent on the same invention.   

 

In terms of the patent disclosure system, a special provision exists in the U.S., allowing patents to 
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remain undisclosed if they are not filed for application in other countries. This practice has caused 

many foreign corporations to be accused of patent infringement in the U.S. In terms of patent 

priority, the so-called “Hilmer doctrine” is maintained in the U.S. Under this doctrine, foreign 

inventors have not but one-year priority for patent application in the U.S. while for Americans 

invention date can be traced back to many years ago, even if they file applications later. Moreover, 

if foreign inventors claim for priority, they have to provide evidence of priority in accordance with 

the legal procedures. Such a principle does not conform to Article IV 4 (B) of the Paris 

Convention, and the “first-to-invent” principle of the U.S. patent system, which provides special 

protection to patent applications by American citizens, violates the fundamental principles of the 

WTO agreements and its obligations as a member of the Paris Convention, and thus has evoked 

long strong opposition from other countries. 

 

The U.S. Senate Judiciary Committee passed the Patent Reform Act of 2009 on April 2, 2009, 

which is now awaiting votes in the Senate. The Patent Reform Act of 2009 has made major 

amendments to the current US Patent Act, including the change from the “first-to-invent” 

principle to the “first-to-file” principle. Moreover, new amendments have been made to the 

disputed clauses in the Patent Reform Act of 2007, such as damages awards, and the jurisdiction 

and venue provision. But the new Act does not address issue of the patent disclosure system. 

China shall follow closely the progress of this Act.   

 

Besides, plant variety protection laws and regulations in the U.S. like the Plant Patent Act make it 

very difficult for foreign plant breeders to get patents for asexually reproduced plants, thus 

seriously curbing the international trade of ornamental plants. Moreover, a plant variety owned by 

a foreign breeder can enjoy only one-year of patent protection after it is sold outside the U.S. 

market, which means that foreign breeders must decide within a short timeline whether to file for 

a patent in the U.S. In terms of copyrights, under the Copyright Law of the United States of 

America, producers and performers do not have the right to authorize the public performance or 

communication to the public of their work, which does not conform to the provisions of TRIPs. 

 

3.11.2 337 Investigation 

Under Section 377 of the Tariff Act of 1930, the United States International Trade Commission 

(USITC) is authorized to conduct investigations into asserted infringements on U.S. intellectual 

property rights and other unfair trade practices occurred in the importation of products into the 

U.S., and take remedies such as issuing general or specific exclusion orders, and cease and desist 

orders. In recent years, U.S. businesses have frequently filed for Section 337 investigations 
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against Chinese products so as to contain the competition from Chinese technological products. In 

2009, the U.S. initiated 8 cases of Section 337 investigations against China, as illustrated in the 

following table. 

 

Table 6: Section 377 Investigations against Chinese Products Initiated in 2009 

 

No. 
Investigation 

instituted on 
Products at Issue HS Code 

Progress of the 

Investigation 

1 
February 26, 

2009 

Non-Shellfish 

Derived 

Glucosamine 

 
Withdrawn by the 

compliant  

2 March 31, 2009  

Certain Light 

Emitting Diode 

Chips, Laser Diode 

Chips and Products 

Containing the Same

 

85414020,  85414060 
Conciliation 

3 August 28,2009  

certain flash memory 

and products 

containing the same 

 

852359,  85423200 
Under 

Investigation  

4 
September 2, 

2009  

Bulk Welding Wire 

Containers 

 

7602,  7326 

Withdrawn by the 

compliant 

5 October 15, 2009  

Dual Access Locks 

and Products 

Containing the Same

 

8301.40.3000,  

6301.40.60,  

4202.11.00,  

4202.99.9000 

Under 

Investigation 

6 October 23, 2009  Inkjet Supplies  
 

 

Under 

Investigation 

7 
December 4, 

2009  

Foldable Stools 

 

3924905600,  

9403708010 

Under 

Investigation 

8 
December 24, 

2009  

Certain Restraining 

Systems for 

Transport 

 

 

Under 

Investigation 
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Though the U. S. has made many amendments to Section 337, China believes the essence of 

section 337 remains unchanged. The revised Section 337 of the Tariff Act of 1930, to a large 

extent, still does not conform to Article III, paragraph 4 and related provisions in the TRIPs 

agreement; the application of Section 337 in practice remains discriminatory against imported 

commodities, as reflected in the following ways: 

 

First, Section 337 provides double remedies for U. S. domestic commodities, subjecting foreign 

enterprises to discriminatory treatment, thus violating the principle of national treatment of the 

WTO. Section 337 is applied to foreign businesses suspected of violating the intellectual property 

rights of U. S. companies who are entitled to remedies through judicial procedures or initiating 

investigations under Section 337. By contrast, if U. S. enterprises are suspected of IPR violations, 

IPR owners can only get remedies through judicial procedures. In this way, imported products and 

U.S. domestic products allegedly infringing IPRs are subject to different judicial procedures and 

jurisdiction, putting foreign companies in an unfavorable position. This does not conform to the 

national treatment principle of the WTO.  

 

Second, the standard of issuing a general exclusion order is low and is lack of specific criteria to 

make a judgment, thus creating great uncertainty and discretion as well as a tendency of being 

abused by petitioners, and injuring the interests of foreign defendants. Since general exclusion 

order can have a serious impact on international trade, if not properly handled, the measure is 

likely to become a tool of trade protectionism.  

 

Third, the authority that the ITC has under Section 337 to launch investigations on its own 

initiative is not justifiable and is not in conformity with the TRIPs Agreement. Section 337 

investigations can be initiated upon the request of petitioners or by the ITC itself. However, 

according to Article 50, Section 3 in Part III of the TRIPs Agreement—Enforcement of 

Intellectual Property Rights, the judicial authorities shall have the authority to order provisional 

measures and the procedure can only be initiated by the application of the parties affected, rather 

than the institution itself. The ITC, as an administrative body, obviously does not fall into the 

category of the authorities that are authorized to take measures prescribed in the agreement.  

Containers, 

Components thereof, 

and Methods of 

using the Same） 
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China expresses its great concern about the consistency of U.S. Section 337 provisions and 

practices with related WTO rules as well as their adverse impact on normal trade between China 

and the U.S. 

 

3.12. Other Areas 

Since the September 11 terrorist attacks, the U.S. has tightened its visa controls. The J-1 Visa 

Exchange Visitor Skills List 2009 was revised and came into force on June 28, 2009. Any J-1 visa 

holder from countries on the List, whether engaged in academic exchange programs or scientific 

research projects, must return to his or her home country once the visa expires. He or she cannot 

apply for extension, permanent residence or convert to other non-immigrant visa in the U.S. until 

the two-year home country residence is completed. Meanwhile, students, post-doctorals or 

scientists applying for exchange visa must prove their financial capability. 

 

The U.S. H-1B visa (a visa program for specialty occupations) is a temporary non-immigrant visa 

issued by U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services (UNCIS) to foreign nationals employed by 

American businesses or universities to engage in special occupations. There is a limit for the 

number of H-1B visas every year, which usually cannot meet the requirements for professional 

service providers by industries like IT. The application procedure is also quite complicated. In 

2009, the yearly numerical cap was 65,000 H-1B visas and additional 20,000 visas for those 

holding a master’s or higher degree. The U.S. Department of Labor has also tightened its 

censorship on the H-1B visa issuing owing to the financial crisis. In addition, Free Trade 

Agreements signed between the U.S. and other countries allow a carve out from the numerical 

limit, thus reducing other countries’ share in the cap.   

 

Moreover, the Employ American Workers Act signed into law by President Obama on February 17, 

2009 contains a prohibition clause stipulating that it shall be unlawful for any recipient of 

government funding to hire foreign nationals. Under the clause, businesses that have received 

funds from the Troubled Asset Relief Program (TARP), including 470 large-scale American 

enterprises such as the Citibank, AIG, GM, are not allowed to apply for H-1B visas for new hires 

within two years. They can only hire American nationals or foreign nationals with Green Cards to 

work in specialty occupations. Such a practice, to some extent, has restricted the employment of 

relevant foreigners in the U.S. 

 

4. Barriers to Investment 
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After the promulgation of the Foreign Investment and National Security Act of 2007, the U.S. 

Department of the Treasury promulgated its rules of implementation in November 2008, namely, 

the Regulations Pertaining to Mergers, Acquisitions, and Takeovers by Foreign Persons. It has 

subjected to review the transactions involving infrastructure, energy and critical technologies that 

will have an impact on US national security, and has also set strict rules on foreign investment, 

many of which make up obstacles to foreign investors. 

 

Firstly, the new regulations have expanded the scope of review by the Committee on Foreign 

Investment in the United States (CFIUS). Reasons such as the excessively broad interpretations of 

some key concepts in the Act and the Regulations, together with the relatively low threshold in 

identifying the scope of “control” and the unclear definition of “foreign-government-controlled 

transactions” have directly resulted in the excessive discretion of CFIUS and its wide scope of 

review. Excessive discretion is likely to affect the fairness of review while wide scope of review 

can lead to the surge of cases, wasting much time, affecting the normal investment, and 

multiplying the time cost of enterprises. Besides, in the case of investment alone, the excessively 

low threshold of ten percent foreign ownership for review has also expanded the scope of review, 

while excessive reviews will definitely hinder the process of investment. 

 

Secondly, the materials needed for filing notices with CFIUS are excessively complicated and 

greatly increase the time cost and human cost, thus adding transaction cost to enterprises. 

 

Thirdly, the new act's emphasis on "case-on-case principle" lacks predictability and tends to cause 

misinterpretation by parties to merger and acquisition transactions. 

 

Fourthly, the Act requires CFIUS to provide a written report to the Congress after each review and 

investigation, which will increase the cost of acquisition and time. 

 

Fifthly, if the President believes that any transaction threatens the national security, the transaction 

shall be suspended or forbidden. Such rights can be exercised without any court judgment, and no 

remedies will be extended. 

 

Sixthly, the Regulations are retroactive. According to the regulations, any transaction proposed or 

pending after August 23 1988 is a covered transaction. This is against the basic principle of law 

and relevant rules of the U. S. constitution in 1787 providing that law shall not have retroactive 

effect. Due to the retroactive effect, transactions proposed or pending may be withdrawn and 
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investors may be subject to heavy penalties, which will greatly increase risks for investors who 

have engaged in the transaction. 

 

Seventhly, the Regulations lack transparency. Under the Regulations, CFIUS shall launch a 

45-day investigation if one of its members believes that the transaction is likely to threaten the 

national security. However, the Regulations fail to provide whether to inform investors of the 

reason of such investigation, and to withdraw the investigation if investors make strong defense. 

Such a practice is unfair for investors. 

 

The new Act has responded to the calls for greater “national security” and tighter foreign 

investment review since the September 11 Terrorist Attacks. The new Regulations are not only 

inconsistent with the U.S policy of investment liberalization, but also to a certain degree run 

counter to the principle advocated by the WTO in its Agreement on Trade-related Investment 

Measures, to “facilitate investment across international frontiers" and "ensure free competition". 

This even more stringent review system shall certainly increase the cost for Chinese enterprises to 

make investment in the U.S. and severely damage the confidence of foreign investors investing in 

the U.S. Therefore, China shall follow closely the possible impact of the Regulations on 

investment by Chinese investors in the U.S. 

 

 

 


